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Abstract
Recent years have witnessed a renaissance of light-driven ap-
proaches to synthetic chemistry. The need for more sustainable
strategies and better atom economy for chemical production, to-
gether with impressive advances in the field of solar energy, has
prompted synthetic chemists to study new and more efficient pho-
tochemical transformations for synthetic purposes. In addition to
new direct photoactivated reactions, the use of polypyridyl Ru or Ir
complexes has been successfully imported from solar energy research
into the field of photocatalysis with a plethora of examples available
in the literature.
With the rise of new synthetic strategies, comes the need for
mechanistic studies which can help rationalize the outcomes and
thus enable improvements in the design of future reaction schemes.
In this regard, computational chemistry has proven time and again
to be a powerful tool to gain mechanistic information to support
experimental evidence. In particular, the computation of reaction
pathways using Density Functional Theory (DFT) methods is an es-
tablished method for the study of mechanisms in solution. However,
there has been a notable absence in the literature of computational
studies on the mechanism of photoactivated reactions of synthetic
interest, and especially of photocatalyzed reactions.
In this thesis we set out to study the reaction mechanism of sev-
eral high impact reactions activated by light irradiation, whether
directly or via a photocatalyst. To this end we used a combination
17
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of DFT methods, kinetic models and time-dependent DFT calcula-
tions. A background for this work is found in chapter 1, where we
present an overview of the progress that has been made in the area,
including the remarkably few DFT-based studies reported, whereas
chapter 2 describes the theoretical tools used throughout the thesis.
Chapter 3 covers photoactivated reactions studied in collabora-
tion with synthetic experimental groups, and is divided in two parts.
In Part I, the perfluoroalkylation of arylacetates was studied. The
experimental quantum yield was rationalized, and the origin of selec-
tivity was elucidated. In addition, the different reactivity observed
for similar substrates was found to depend on steric repulsion from
the electron withdrawing groups.
In Part II of the same chapter, the insertion of dioxygen into the
Pt(II)-methyl bond was studied. The generation of singlet oxygen
was elucidated, as well as the formation of the methylperoxo prod-
uct. In addition, the different reactivity of disubstituted terpyridine
Pt complexes towards oxygen insertion was found to depend on the
substituents in the ligand, and their ability to enable methyl migra-
tion versus deactivation of the excited state.
In Chapter 4 we studied two reactions photocatalyzed by
polypyridyl iridium complexes. Part I describes the study of the C-H
arylation of amines, where the different yields of similar substrates
were reproduced and rationalized using kinetic models. Reactivity
was found to depend on the competition between productive electron
transfer and back electron transfer to restore reactants. Moreover,
the counterion of the base was found to play a part in the arylation
of substrates with low reduction potential.
Finally, in Part II of chapter 4 the trichloromethylation of
acylpyridines was studied. Enantiomeric excess was reproduced and
18
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rationalized on the basis of steric repulsions from the chiral ligand,
which only affect the formation of one enantiomer. In addition, sev-
eral hypothetical catalysts were sampled in order to determine the
optimal enantiomeric excess, as well as their behavior with different
substrates.
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The Synthetic Value of Light
For over 200 years, synthetic chemists have tried to efficiently
harvest sunlight as a source of energy for the controlled produc-
tion of valuable chemicals. The rationale behind this quest is that
compared to thermal methods, photochemical reactions allow for
the generation of kinetically and/or thermodynamically disfavoured
products.[1] In addition, this pursuit has been partially motivated
by the realisation that the sun is effectively an inexhaustible source
of energy.[2] The advantage of using free solar energy constitutes one
reason why synthetic photochemistry is often considered a green and
sustainable methodology. Moreover, strategies involving artificial
light sources are also considered sustainable. For instance, light ab-
sorption localized within a chromophore can be controlled with the
wavelength, and terminated safely by simply turning off the light
21
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source.
Despite its apparent advantages, light-driven synthesis was an
underdeveloped field for many decades for several reasons. Many or-
ganic molecules require high energy UV photons to reach the excited
state which are not abundant in sunlight once it penetrates the at-
mosphere. Sunlight at the surface is roughly only 3-5% ultraviolet.[3]
Furthermore, the use of strong light has a number of undesired conse-
quences. Not only is it harmful to humans, but it can also damage re-
actor materials, dramatically increasing the cost. Another problem
is the quantum efficiency of photochemical reactions, as it is heavily
affected by dominant photophysical deactivation pathways.[4] These
can be fluorescence, phosphorescence, or nonradiative internal con-
version, and all restore the ground state original species. These
processes are commonly summarized in a Jablonski diagram (Fig-
ure 1.1).[5]
22
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Figure 1.1: Typical Jablonski Diagram.
Normally, absorption (A) of a photon from the singlet ground
state S0 to the Sn state relaxes via internal conversion (I) to the
S1 state. Internal conversion then restores the ground state with-
out emitting a photon, and fluorescence (F) emits a lower energy
photon than the one absorbed. In addition, intersystem crossing
(ISC) can lead to the triplet state (T1) which can emit a photon
to display phosphorescence (P) or undergo a subsequent ISC to re-
store the ground state. Normally, only T1 has a sufficient lifetime to
efficiently undergo chemical transformations, thus all other photo-
physical processes effectively reduce reactivity. In addition to pho-
tophysical deactivation, prolonged exposure to high energy light can
degrade photochemically unstable products, lowering the yield and
leading to the generation of undesired species.
23
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The Advent of Photocatalysis
To overcome the limitations of photochemical synthesis, organic
chemists took inspiration from the use of transition metal complexes
to transform solar energy into electrochemical potential. They cor-
rectly rationalized that these complexes could be used to catalyze
useful and unique reactions in organic synthesis. In particular,
polypyridyl metal complexes like Ru(ppy)2+3 had been the main sub-
ject of extensive research for the development of a wide range of
solar energy conversion strategies, and to understand fundamental
aspects of excited state dynamics and electronic structure.[6, 7]
The recent surge in interest for photocatalytic strategies was
sparked by two simultaneous publications in 2008, both using
Ru(ppy)2+3 as the photocatalyst.[8] Yoon et al. reported the [2+2]
cycloaddition of bis(enone) activated by visible light.[9] Previously
reported strategies for this reaction using copper[10] and cobalt[11]
catalysts had found that activation of the cycloaddition was initiated
by one-electron reduction of the enone, evidencing the formation of
a radical anionic enone intermediate during the process.[12] Thus,
the opportunity of an effective photocatalytic strategy was apparent.
Figure 1.2 shows the general scheme of the reaction.
Figure 1.2: Ru(bpy)2+3 catalyzed cycloaddition of bis(enone).
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Several features are interesting about this pioneering method.
The reaction requires the presence of a sacrificial reducing agent (i -
Pr2NEt). This indicates that the reduction potential of Ru(bpy)
2+∗
3
is not high enough to transfer an electron to the enone, thus the
electron donor is effectively Ru(bpy)+3 after photoinduced electron
transfer from the sacrificial reductant. In addition, the reaction
only proceeds in the presence of an additive (LiBF4), which acts as
a Lewis acid and activates one-electron reduction of the enone. This
particular feature bears some relevance in one of the mechanistic
studies presented in this dissertation. Yet despite the necessity for
additional species in the reaction, this light-driven strategy proved
highly efficient reaching 94% yield in one hour under sunlight, evi-
dencing the great potential of photocatalysis in organic synthesis.
The second work was published by MacMillan et al.
and consisted in combining photocatalysis with asymmetric
organocatalysis.[13] The study was inspired by the use of
bulky amine catalysts to enable enantioselective α-alkylation of
aldehides.[14, 15] This reaction involves the formation of a pi-rich
enamine intermediate which can attack an electron-deficient part-
ner and form a C-C bond in a two-electron pathway. The rational
for coupling these two fields was to imitate photoredox enzymatic
catalysis, which replaces high energy two-electron barriers with low
energy one-electron steps.[16] The authors used Ru(bpy)2+3 as the
photocatalyst which can transfer an electron to the C-Br bond and
generate bromide and a terminal alkyl radical, that can easily form
a one-electron C-C bond with the enamine intermediate.
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Figure 1.3: Ru(bpy)2+3 catalyzed asymmmetric alkylation of alde-
hides.
Like the [2+2] cycloaddition discussed above, this alkylation
strategy required the formation of the reduced Ru(bpy)2+3 in order
to generate the aklyl radical. However, in this setup there is no sac-
rificial reductant. Instead, the alkylated enamine radical acts as the
reducing agent, closing the redox cycle. The formation of the alkyl
radical precludes the alkylation of the enamine. Thus, the reaction
requires a minimal fraction of the photocatalyst to be reduced by
an external agent. In addition, this publication applied DFT cal-
culations to rationalize the high enantioselectivity provided by the
amine organocatalyst (90-96% ee), where the enamine intermediate
was found to be formed selectively in an orientation that facilitates
enantioselective C-C bond formation.
In the following years, a wide range of metal complexes have
been studied as photocatalysts for applications in synthesis, the
vast majority of which are ruthenium and iridium complexes. The
most intensely studied photocatalyst for both synthetic and light-
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harvesting purposes has been Ru(ppy)2+3 (bpy = 2,2-bipyridine),[17]
with Ir(ppy)3 being a close second.[18] Both of these complexes ex-
hibit broad absorption bands in the visible range that result in long-
lived triplet states. The photogenerated triplet form of these com-
plexes, as is the case for most photocatalysts, has higher oxidation
and reduction potentials than their ground state counterparts, mak-
ing them viable oxidants as well as reductants. Thus, the most fre-
quent use of these species for synthetic purposes has been to initiate
chemical processes by single electron transfer (SET) to an organic
molecule, driving one electron reduction or oxidation of electron-
deficient or electron-rich substrates, respectively. The type of pho-
tocatalysis which involves photoinduced electron transfer (PET) is
normally referred to as photoredox catalysis.
Figure 1.4: Different pathways of photocatalysis.
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Alternatively to PET, a photocatalyst can directly transfer en-
ergy to a suitable organic substrate. As with direct light absorption,
the resulting excited substrate has a completely different chemical
behavior than its ground state form and can engage in otherwise
non-viable reactions. Figure 1.4 shows the different possible uses for
a photocatalyst. These are reductive quenching (orange), oxidative
quenching (purple), and energy transfer (green). A photoredox pro-
cess is often restarted by a sacrificial electron donor (D) or acceptor
(A) to the original ground state. The most intuitive mechanism for
energy transfer would be absorption by the organic substrate of a
photon emitted by the excited complex. However, energy transfer
rarely takes place via radiative pathways.[17] The two most com-
mon non-radiative transfer processes are through-space (Fo¨rster) or
through-bond (Dexter) mechanisms (figure 1.5).[19, 20]
Figure 1.5: Fo¨rster (a) and Dexter (b) mechanisms of energy trans-
fer.
Fo¨rster transfer takes place via coupling of the transition dipole
moments of the excited catalyst and the ground state substrate,
which can take place through distances as far as 100 A˚.[21] On the
other hand, the Dexter mechanism consists basically of two simulta-
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neous electron transfer and requires orbital overlap between donor
and acceptor. Energy transfer strategies however, are relatively rare
compared to photoredox processes and will not be discussed further
in this work.
Computational Mechanistic studies in Photo-
catalysis
The recent surge of light-driven synthetic strategies has spawned
a wide array of new previously unattainable reactions.[2] There-
fore, considerable experimental effort has been devoted to eluci-
dating the mechanisms of such new transformations.[22, 23] How-
ever, despite the enormous synthetic potential displayed by these
methods, there is a severe scarceness of computational mechanistic
studies available in this field. This is rather remarkable, consider-
ing computational methods, particularly Density Functional Theory
(DFT) methods, are an established and useful tool for the eluci-
dation reaction mechanisms in solution.[24, 25, 26] DFT calcula-
tions have been used for specific purposes in mechanistic studies
on photocatalysis,[22, 27, 28, 29] but rarely for the calculation of a
complete reaction mechanism. This is in part justified by the intrin-
sic complexity of the electronic excited states involved. A proper
quantum-mechanical description of a process in the excited state
requires ab initio multiconfigurational methods,[30] which become
too computationally demanding for most systems of practical use.
In fact, to the best of our knowledge no DFT mechanistic studies
on photocatalysis were published by early 2013, at the start of the
work presented in this thesis. Since then however, some noteworthy
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examples haven been reported.
In 2014, Manners et al. reported the iron-catalyzed light-driven
dehydrogenation of amine boranes.[31] The authors found that com-
plexes [CpFe(CO)2]2 and CpFe(CO)2I could catalyze the dehydro-
coupling/dehydrogenation of Me2NH·BH3 to generate [Me2N·BH2]2
under light irradiation in MeCN. Experimental analysis indicated
that [CpFe(CO)2]2 becomes Cp2Fe2(CO)3(MeCN) under irradiation,
which in turn forms Fe nanoparticles that act as heterogeneous cat-
alyst for dehydrogenation via a Me2N=BH2 intermediate. On the
other hand, CpFe(CO)2I proceeds through a different pathway which
was studied both experimentally and by DFT methods. Irradiation
of CpFe(CO)2I results in the photodissociation of either iodide or
CO, followed by coordination of Me2NH·BH3 and metal-mediated
formation of a linear intermediate Me2NHBH2NMe2BH3. A second
metal-mediated step releases the cyclic product. Figure 1.6 shows
the two pathways studied in this work.
Figure 1.6: Fe-catalyzed dehydrogenation of amine boranes.
The report includes the computation of a free energy profile of
plausible minima involved in the pathway catalyzed by CpFe(CO)2I,
following photodissociation of a ligand from the catalyst. Although
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the bulk of the mechanistic investigation was done experimentally,
the use of ground state DFT to build a free energy profile and ob-
tain useful information on a photoactivated process evidenced the
value of computational insights beyond the mere computation of
absorption spectra or redox potential calculations.
A fully computational mechanistic study on a photoactivated
process using DFT methods was recently reported by Ganglong et
al.[32] The authors studied the mechanism for the photooxidation
of Ru(bpy)2(TMBiimH2) (where TMBiimH2 = 4,5,4,5-tetramethyl-
2,2-biimidazole). Figure 1.7 shows the mechanism calculated in this
report.
Figure 1.7: Reaction mechanism for photooxidation of
Ru(bpy)2(TMBiimH2).
The authors propose that molecular oxygen is transformed into
singlet oxygen by energy transfer from the triplet excited state com-
plex. This claim is made on the basis that energy transfer from the
excited triplet Ru complex to triplet molecular dioxygen to afford
ground state catalyst and singlet oxygen is thermodynamically fa-
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vored. In addition, calculations support a simultaneous formation
of both carbonyl groups rather than the stepwise pathway predicted
experimentally.
Photoredox catalyzed reactions generate organic radicals, some-
times simultaneously,[2] which is an issue DFT-focused computa-
tional chemists have generally avoided. The reason is that combina-
tion of free radicals to form a σ bond cannot be properly described
with a single determinant description like the one provided by DFT
methods. This point will be elaborated in more detail in Chapter 2.
However, useful information can still be obtained from DFT calcu-
lations on open-shell systems. Hansen et al.[33] reported a thorough
computational study on site-selectivity in photocatalyzed C-H func-
tionalization. They used a combination of Natural Bond Orbital
(NBO), Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM), and
frontier orbital analysis to qualitatively evaluate the most favored
sites for selective methylation by PET-generated methyl radical. In
addition, they computed the free energy profile for the photocat-
alyzed methylation of industrially relevant molecules. Figure 1.8
shows the general scheme of the reaction studied.
Figure 1.8: Ir-photocatalyzed C-H methylation of heteroatomic
voriconazole.
The authors studied the PET from the Ir(df-CF3-ppy)(dtbpy)
+
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catalyst (where dtbpyH = 4,4-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl)-2,2-
bipyridine and df-CF3-ppyH = 3,5-difluoro-2-[5-(trifluoromethyl)-
2-phenylpyridine) to the alkylperoxyacetate that results in the
generation of methyl radical. They studied the absorption spectrum
of an optimized reaction complex in which alkylperoxyacetate
was in the vicinity of the photocatalyst via time-dependent DFT
(TD-DFT) calculations, which showed a small contribution to
spin density from the alkylperoxyacetate, suggesting electron
transfer from the excited state complex to the radical generator.
Remarkably, this work constitutes an attempt to model single
electron transfer from a photocatalyst using strictly DFT methods,
as part of a mechanistic study.
In 2016, Xiao et al. published a thorough experimental and
computational investigation into the Ru(bpy)2+3 -catalyzed N-radical
cascade reaction of hydrazones via oxidative deprotonation.[34] The
reaction takes place under visible light irradiation and proceeds se-
lectively towards oxidative deprotonation only in the presence of
TEMPO mediation. DFT methods were used to elucidate the role
of TEMPO in the formation of the desired product through a free
energy profile in which radical combination was considered a process
with a negligible barrier.
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Figure 1.9: Ru-catalyzed N-radical cascade reaction of hydrazones.
The authors found that without TEMPO as the radical mediator,
the photogenerated hydrazone radical could be chlorinated or proto-
nated to yield undesired products. In addition radical combination
could take place between oxidized hydrazone and dichloromethyl
radical formed oxidative quenching by chloroform to restore the pho-
tocatalyst.
One of the most promising uses for photoredox catalysis is to
enable one electron reduction of metal catalysts.[35, 36] This dual
catalysis approach enables a metal catalyst to reach the target oxi-
dation state necessary to effectively activate a chemical process.[37]
As for dual catalysis strategies studied computationally, Kozlowski
et al. published a fully DFT-based mechanistic investigation into
the Ni-catalyzed cross-coupling of photoredox generated radicals.[38]
The authors found that addition of the photogenerated radical can
take place in different stages of the cycle to Ni(0) or Ni(II), and both
pathways converge to the same Ni(III) intermediate. This is followed
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by irreversible reductive elimination to yield the cross-coupling prod-
uct. Figure 1.10 shows the two possible reaction mechanisms studied
in this work.
Figure 1.10: Ni-catalyzed cross-coupling of photoredox generated
radicals.
In a purely thermal reaction, oxidative addition of phenyl bro-
mide would take place after the barrierless addition of the ben-
zyl radical. However, benzyl radical is produced photochemically
and is present in a much lower concentration than phenyl bromide.
Also, the barrier for oxidative addition is not particularly high (18.4
kcal.mol−1). Thus, a simple barrier comparison would fail to take
into account the large difference in concentration between benzyl
radical and phenyl bromide, hence the authors leave both options
open.
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Objectives
With the recent renaissance of interest in visible light as the
energy source for the efficient and selective promotion of chemical
transformations, the need for computational mechanistic insights is
apparent. In this computational thesis we set out to study the re-
action mechanism of new relevant processes driven by visible light
to understand the factors that affect reactivity, selectivity and effi-
ciency in light-driven processes of synthetic relevance. By doing so,
we hope to contribute to future efforts not only in understanding
the important details of these reactions, but also in the design of
more efficient strategies in terms of atom and energy economy, and
of sustainability in general.
In particular, we studied the mechanism of four photoactivated
reactions. These studies are divided in two groups. The first group
consists of processes in which visible light directly activates the reac-
tants without the presence of a photosenzitizer. These projects were
carried out in collaboration with experimental synthetic groups and
are presented in Chapter 3. The second group involves reactions ini-
tiated by photoredox catalysis, in which a cyclometallated iridium
photocatalyst generates organic radicals via single electron transfer.
The study of these reactions is covered in Chapter 4.
In addition to fully elucidating the mechanistic factors govern-
ing these processes, we tackled specific aspects of photoactivated
homogeneous reactions that are challenging and often avoided by
computational chemists, such as outer-sphere electron transfer and
the comparison of pathways involving concentrations differing by
several orders of magnitude.
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Electronic Structure and Energy Evalua-
tion
A myriad of theoretical techniques have been developed to cal-
culate properties of molecular systems. Most of them have as a
central purpose the estimation of the relative energy of a given chem-
ical structure. When addressing a particular case, the choice of the
method is crucial, as increasing accuracy generally involves increas-
ing computational cost (i.e., machine time necessary to obtain the
desired information). Thus, a balance is required between how accu-
rate the result has to be, and how long it will take for the calculation
to finish. Generally, the best method is the one that provides results
accurate enough to be useful, in the least amount of time.
In the case of reactions in homogeneous phase, the most widely
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used strategy to obtain computational insights on the mechanism
is the comparison of Gibbs free energies obtained using Density
Functional Theory (DFT) methods. There are several reviews and
books describing in detail the derivation and construction of DFT
methods,[39] and since the work presented in this thesis involves
exclusively the application of these methods to address chemistry
problems, only an overview and brief description of the method will
be presented.
The grounds of DFT were set by Hohenberg, Kohn, and Sham in
the mid 1960s.[40, 41] The theory states that there is an exact and
unique functional (F [ρ(r)]) that relates the ground state electron
density of any molecular system (ρ(r)) to the ground state energy.
This functional can be written as the sum of all contributions to the
energy, as shown in equation 2.1.
E[ρ(r)] = Ts[ρ(r)] + J [ρ(r)] + EXC [ρ(r)] + ENe[ρ(r)]
(2.1)
where Ts[ρ(r)] is the kinetic energy of the electrons in an iso-
electronic noninteracting system, J [ρ(r)] is the classical part of the
Coulomb electron-electron repulsion, ENe[ρ(r)] is the interaction be-
tween electrons and nuclei, and EXC [ρ(r)] is called the exchange-
correlation energy, and includes quantum mechanical parts of the
potential energy (self-interaction correction, exchange and correla-
tion holes) and part of the kinetic energy not covered in the Ts[ρ(r)]
term.[39]
The exact form of EXC [ρ(r)] however, is unknown. This implies
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that we rely on approximations to the exact EXC [ρ(r)] for all DFT
calculations. Such approximations to the exchange-correlation part
of the functional (νXC) can be classified by the strategy employed in
their construction. The simplest approximation to νXC is the Local
Density Approximation (LDA) and as its name indicates, relies only
on the electron density ρ(r) at each point in space. A much better
approach is to include the gradient of the density (∇ρ(r)) at each
point to the form of the approximate νXC . This strategy is referred
to as Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA).
Since νXC is responsible for exchange effects and they are usually
much larger than their correlation counterparts, one strategy for
approximate functionals was to include a portion of Hartree Fock
(HF) exchange into GGA functionals. The inclusion of HF exchange
can correct some of the self-exchange present in GGA functionals.
Strategies that include partial (or total) inclusion of HF exchange
into the GGA approximation are called hybrid functionals.
One additional improvement incorporated recently to approxi-
mate νXC is the inclusion of dispersion interactions. These interac-
tions require a description of correlation far away from the nuclei
at vanishing density, which make it difficult to model correctly. A
partial introduction of dispersion is accomplished through parame-
terization. Notably, the M06 suit of functionals by Truhlar et al.[42]
have been heavily parameterized to account for dispersion interac-
tions. Particularly, the M06 functional has been used in some of
the work presented in this thesis. This method is a meta-GGA (i.e.
also includes the spin kinetic energy density ∇2(ρ) in νXC) hybrid
functional that has been designed for reactivity in organometallic
systems.
Another alternative for the description of dispersion corrections
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where fdamp is a dumping function that keeps dispersion inter-
actions at long and middle range, and frequently only the first term
is used by averaging atomic C6 parameters. This description can
easily be added to any DFT calculation.[44, 45]
One of the difficulties of designing a good functional is the de-
scription of interactions at long range. Corrections to the density
description in LDA (GGA, meta-GGA) remain local, despite fre-
quently being labelled as non-local because they are based on the
localized model exchange-correlation holes. The exact exchange-
correlation hole is fully non-local however. This becomes a prob-
lem in the asymptotic region of molecular systems, where self-
interaction error causes the decay in νXC to be exponential rather
than −1/r . As a consequence, TD-DFT calculations involving
charge-transfer states fail miserably, especially those involving sepa-
rated molecules.[46] In order to overcome this limitation, strategies
to correct the long-range decay error have been designed.[47, 48]. In
some of the work presented in this thesis, the ω-B97x-D long-range
corrected functional was used as it also includes damped dispersion
corrections.
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Continuum Solvation Model
The relative energy of chemical species, and consequently their
reactivities, are greatly affected by the medium. Therefore, an ad-
equate description of solvent interactions is crucial for the study of
reaction mechanisms in solution. The addition of explicit solvent
models quickly becomes too computationally demanding, not only
as the system under study becomes too large, but also because the
presence of many different conformations means finding a minimum
is a considerable challenge.
Figure 2.1: Representation of a discrete solvent (a) and a continuum
solvent model (b).
The standard approach to avoid dealing with discrete solvent
molecules is to consider the solvent a dielectric continuous medium
that represents solvent dipole moment-induced polarity. This strat-
egy is called the Polarizable Continuum Method (PCM).[49, 50] In
a PCM approach, the molecular system is placed in a cavity sur-
rounded by a field with the dielectric constant of the real solvent.
Figure 2.1 shows a representation of the continuum solvent model.
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The shape of the cavity typically consists of interlocked spheres cen-
tered around the outer nuclei of the molecular system. To obtain the
energy in solution, the KS-energy of the molecular system is calcu-
lated in the presence of the solvent field, which in turn modifies the
properties of the field. This process is repeated iteratively until both
the field and the molecular system remain unchanged. The iterative
process is referred to as Self-Consistent Reaction Field (SCRF). This
treatment is usually applied by solving the non-homogeneous Pois-
son equation for electrostatics by means of the Integral-Equation-
Formalism (IEF-PCM).[51, 52]
In order to account for more than just electrostatic contribu-
tion covered in the IEF-PCM formalism, other methods have been
developed to include other interactions. Among them, the SMD
model (the D stands for Dispersion, and SM for Solvation Model)
has been designed and parameterized to describe dispersion inter-
actions between the molecular system and the first layer of solvent
molecules.[53] As a result, this approach causes greater distortion of
the geometry than IEF-PCM. On the other hand, since SMD has
been parameterized to reproduce solvation energies rather than ge-
ometries, there is no guarantee that geometries obtained in SMD
are more accurate than those optimized in IEF-PCM.
ONIOM Partition
Sometimes the size of a system becomes too computationally
demanding for a full DFT calculation. However, computationally
cheaper methods like force field may be insufficient for the descrip-
tion of complex systems and are unable to describe the formation
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or breakup of bonds, making the inadequate for simulating chem-
ical reactions. Fortunately, for such cases there are methods that
allow the computation of a system at two or more different levels
of theory. The region that requires a high level description can be
calculated at a higher level than the rest of the system. This ap-
proach is more accurate than using a model system that sacrifices all
interactions from the surroundings.[54, 55] To this end, many quan-
tum mechanics / molecular mechanics (QM/MM) strategies have
been developed.[56, 57, 58] In a nutshell, in QM/MM approaches
a portion of the molecule is described using Molecular Mechanics,
while the rest is assigned to a more demanding method. Among
these strategies is the ONIOM method,[59] which is the QM/MM
strategy used in this thesis. The ONIOM partition is an established
method which has been successfully applied to study both reactivity
and system properties.[60, 61, 62, 63] In the ONIOM approach, the
real system is partitioned into two fragments. The first fragment
consists of the atoms composing the most important part of the sys-
tem under study, and this fragment is described at the QM level.
The rest of the system is described at the MM level. Equation 2.3
shows the scheme of the partition between high and low level within
the ONIOM approach:
Etot(QM/MM) = EMM(Real) + EQM(Model)− EMM(Model)
(2.3)
where the subscripts refer to the level of theory applied, and the
parenthesis refer to the region of the system being described. Figure
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2.2 shows the ONIOM partition scheme represented as spheres.
Figure 2.2: Representation of the ONIOM partition scheme.
The ONIOM scheme indicates that the entire system is calcu-
lated exclusively at the MM level, and only the model system is
calculated at the computationally expensive level. One consequence
of this is that all interactions that involve the outside system (in-
cluding those that describe interactions between the model system
and the outside part) are described at the MM level, which is partic-
ularly important for non-covalent interactions such as van der Waals
forces. Once the partition is defined, any fragment in the outer layer
that is bonded to the model system is replaced by a hydrogen in the
QM calculation. Therefore, the layers are often divided across a
single C-C bond to avoid large errors in the partition.
Light Absorption and Excited States
DFT is a ground-state theory, which means it does not provide
information on the excited states reached upon absorption of a pho-
ton. In fact, the photophysical and photochemical processes that
result from electronic excitations can only be properly described
using high level wavefunction-based methods.[64, 65] However, as
mentioned in Chapter 1 these methods become too computationally
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demanding for most systems of interest. Such a limitation consti-
tutes a major challenge for mechanistic studies on photoactivated
reactions, as the efficiency of light-driven reactions depends strongly
on the photochemical properties of the chromophores involved. For-
tunately, there are computationally affordable tools that can provide
reasonably accurate information on vertical one-electron excitations.
By far the most widely used method for the computation of
excited states in molecular systems is Time-Dependent DFT (TD-
DFT).[66, 67] This approach to excited states is based on the Runge-
Gross (RG) theorem.[68] which is the time-dependent analogue to
the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem. In this sense, the RG theorem states
that for a given initial wavefunction, there exists a time-dependent
external potential of the system that uniquely relates to its time-
dependent density. The time-dependent approach lacks the general
minimization principle of its DFT counterpart, making the proof
of TD-DFT significantly more involved.[39] Therefore, here we will
only provide a brief overview of the principles behind the method.
A more detailed account can be found in the book by Burke and
Gross.[66]
In a general and rather superficial way, it can be shown that the
frequency-dependent average polarizability α(ω) describes the effect
of a time-dependent field of energy (frequency) ω(t) on the dipole
moment of a system. Equation 2.4 shows how α(ω) relates to the
electronic spectrum of a system with excitation energies EI −E0 for
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This equation shows spikes (poles) for all excitation energies as
the fraction diverges when ω = ωI . The residues (fI) correspond
to the oscillator strength of each transition. This dimensionless pa-
rameter is directly related to the transition dipole strength and it
provides information on the intensity (molar extinction coefficients)
of the excitation.[69] In the TD-DFT framework, the differences be-
tween KS orbital energies are used as a first approximation to the
excitation energies followed by a systematic shifting towards the true
values. Normally, only the low energy excited states are desired, so
the calculation is usually restricted to a few excitations. However,
computational strategies converge by minimizing EI−E for all states
requested. So the more excitations included, the more accurate the
description. In light of this, the selection of an adequate exchange-
correlation functional is crucial for an accurate TD-DFT description,
since the orbital energies, especially those of highly lying states, are
very sensitive to the decay of the exchange-correlation potential at
long distances.[66]
Broken Symmetry SCF
Frequently in reactions involving light-absorption there are sys-
tems in which not all electrons of opposite spin are paired. These
cases can only be correctly described by a multiconfigurational ap-
proach to the wavefunction using high level computational methods.
Yet, the unrestricted Kohn-Sham (UKS) formalism can provide en-
ergies that are accurate enough. In this approach spin-density func-
tionals are used to obtain the best (energetic) possible description
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of the physics involved.[39] The drawback is that the resulting spin
densities are formally incorrect, as the KS orbitals obtained from an
unrestricted calculation are not eigenfunctions of the spin. In these
cases, the unrestricted solution leads to the breaking of the spin
symmetry, as it is contaminated by higher multiplicity states. How-
ever, because UKS allows for the spin symmetry to be broken, the
greater flexibility allows the energies of open-shell results in much
better energies than those obtained with a restricted approach, even
if the latter shows more realistic densities. Therefore, this is usually
the preferred method for the calculation of systems with unpaired
opposite-spin electrons.
Intersystem Crossing
Frequently in reactions involving excited states, there is more
than one spin state involved. Among the internal conversion mech-
anisms involved in the decay of excited states, the transition from
the singlet excited state to a lower energy triplet state is the most
common pathway to initiate photochemistry.[70] This is due to the
slower decay of triplet states compared to singlets, as relaxation of
the former is spin-forbidden. The longer lifetime of triplet interme-
diates allows them to undergo chemical transformations that would
be uncompetitive compared to relaxation in the same spin state.
The transition from one N-dimensional spin state to another takes
place across a seam of N-1 dimensions. The lowest energy point
in the seam surface is called the Minimum Energy Crossing Point
(MECP) and plays a similar role to transition states in reactions
involving one electronic state.[71]
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Figure 2.3: Marcus diagram for an exoergic outer-sphere SET.
Formally all spin transitions are forbidden due to orthogonality
of the spin part of the wavefunction. Intersystem Crossing (ISC)
can only take place due to relativistic effects, mainly spin-orbit cou-
pling. The strength of the coupling determines the probability of
spin transition and ultimately the rate of ISC.[70] Figure 2.3 shows
a typical diagram for a spin transition. Being a relativistic prop-
erty, spin-orbit coupling is stronger in heavier atoms and weaker in
lighter ones. In the case of weak spin-orbit coupling, the MECP
energy is a good estimate of the energy cost of the crossing, and the
rate associated.
In the work presented in this thesis, the computation of ISC was
limited to transitions involving molecular fragments that contain
exclusively light atoms. For this reason, the MECP was used as
an estimate of the energy barrier of the spin-transition. The cho-
sen method for the computation of MECP was first introduced by
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Harvey et al.[72] and is itself a variation of the algorithm originally
proposed by Schlegel et al.[73] In this approach, the MECP energy
consists of computing the energies Ei and corresponding gradients
(∂Ei / ∂q) with respect to the nuclear coordinates, of both poten-
tial energy surfaces (PES). This results in two effective gradients
f and g. Both gradient vectors are orthogonal, and go to zero at
the MECP where the energy gradients of both surfaces are parallel.
Around the MECP, f is perpendicular (orthogonal) to the cross-
ing hyperline, while g is parallel and points towards the minimum.
Equations 2.5 and 2.6 show both gradients:




















The geometry of the MECP is then optimized following the sum
of f and g via a steepest descent algorithm. In the modification
implemented by Harvey et al. The energy difference is calculated at
the full level of theory, and the gradients at a lower lever to speed up
the search. The idea behind the approximation is that energies are
more level-sensitive than geometries, thus a lower level optimization
that uses high-level energy difference as convergence criteria should
proved a good estimate of the MECP. This approach is similar to
the widely used computation of high-level single point energies at
stationary points optimized at a lower level.
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Quantum Yield in Photoactivated Chain Reac-
tions
One of the experimental properties used to study the efficiency
of photoactivated reactions is the quantum yield (φ).[74] It is ex-
pressed by equation 2.7, where Nproduct is the amount of product






This parameter provides information on the percentage of molec-
ular excitations that result in the desired chemical reaction. In reac-
tions that can only reach the desired product via direct activation by
light, the quantum yield is ≤ 1. A process which approaches unity
is considered a highly efficient one. However, photoinduced gener-
ation of free radicals can also initiate a chain reaction.[75] In this
case, quantum yield is greater than 1, sometimes by several orders
of magnitude.
The computation and prediction of quantum yields using DFT
methods constitutes a challenge, since there is no way to determine
the amount of photons absorbed. The absorbance of a molecule
is determined by Beer-Lambert law and its relation to oscillator
strength is not straightforward.[76, 77] In the case of chain reac-
tions the assumption can be made that all absorbed photons lead to
the desired product. This is a gross approximation considering how
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reactive free radicals are, and it certainly does not provide quanti-
tative information on the quantum yield. However, chain reactions
with low quantum yield indicate a competition between chain propa-
gation and direct activation, and here DFT methods can play a role
in qualitatively reproducing the competition. If a computational
model for the mechanism predicts the formation of the product via
both direct activation (termination) and chain propagation, then





where Np stands for the amount of product molecules formed
via the propagation pathway, and Nt corresponds to the amount of
product formed via the termination pathway. φcalc relates to φexp in
that Np + Nt = Nproduct, and Nt = Nphotons if all absorbed photons
are converted to the desired product, which is accurate enough in a
reaction with a high yield and only one chromophore.
Selectivity
A chemical reaction can be viewed as a reorganization of the con-
nectivity in a particular molecular system. That is, the formation
and/or breakup of one or more chemical bonds. Each group of simul-
taneous changes in the connectivity during such a transformation is
referred to as a reaction step, and All reaction steps directly connect
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two intermediates via an energy barrier. A sequential description of
these steps constitutes a reaction pathway.[78]
Typically, there are several reaction pathways that connect re-
actants to products. These can either be shifts in the order of the
reorganization steps, or conformational variations of one or more of
those steps. To follow a pathway, the reactants must overcome the
energy barrier corresponding to said pathway. The energy barrier
is normally defined as the largest energy difference between a tran-
sition state and a previous intermediate, in a particular direction.
The most plausible pathway is thus the one with the lowest energy
barrier. However, a portion of the molecules in the reactants follow
other pathways as well.
If more than one pathway with similar energy barriers results in
a different irreversible product, all of those products are present at
the end of the reaction. The relative abundance of each product (or
the share of reactants that follows each pathway) is described by a
Boltzmann distribution,[79] which can be interpreted as the proba-
bility Pi of a particular state i (in this case a transition state which
irreversibly leads to one product) with energy ∆Gi to be populated
by a molecule at a given temperature T . The relation is shown in
equation 2.9, where R is the gas constant, and Q(T ) is the partition





According to Transition State Theory (TST), there are three
possible outcomes for a system described by this equation, depend-
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ing on the energy of the molecule. If the molecule has energy ∆G <
∆Gi, the state i is never populated and the product is not formed.
On the other hand, if ∆G > ∆Gi the extra kinetic energy causes
the system to keep moving in the direction of the reaction coordi-
nate, and the product is generated for all cases. Finally, if ∆G =
∆Gi the transition state is populated with zero remaining kinetic
energy. In this case there is a 50% chance of returning to reactants
or generating the product. The exponential dependence on the en-
ergy means that as ∆Gi increases, there is an exponentially lower
probability of populating i at a particular T . Going back to the case
with multiple products, if ∆Gj < ∆Gi then Pj is greater than Pi by
a factor proportional to e−(∆Gj−∆Gi). For example, two competing
processes with energy barriers that differ by 2.5 kcal.mol−1 generate
both products in a 20:1 ratio, or 95% selectivity towards the product
with the lower energy barrier.
In the particular case of enantioselectivity, the two enantiomers
have the same energy and span from the same precursor in the re-
action scheme. Thus, like in the case of other irreversible reactions
with multiple products, selectivity can only be governed by the ki-
netics of the system. In this sense, the transition states leading to
these enantiomers are diastereomeric, hence they have different en-
ergies. The origin of enantioselectivity is that the pathway leading
to one enantiomer (1) goes through a TS higher in energy than the
one leading to the other enantiomer (2). Therefore, the ratio (r)
(which must include all the pathways leading to each enantiomer)
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Finally, enantiomeric excess (ee) can be obtained from r as it is
the relative amount of one enantiomer over the other by an r-ratio,
expressed in percentage.
Kinetic Models
As mentioned above, for a simple mechanism it is easy to get
an idea of the kinetics involved in the reaction by comparing en-
ergy barriers. However, for processes involving non-straightforward
kinetics such as loops, ramifications, or large differences in initial
concentrations, the use of kinetic models may be crucial to under-
stand experimental results.[80] The construction of a kinetic model
involves separating the overall mechanism into elementary steps. For
this separation to be accurate, all relevant side reactions and deac-
tivation paths must be included. However, fringe processes with
very high energy barriers can be neglected as they are expected to
have a low impact on the overall outcome. The rate of each step
is calculated as the variation in concentration of the product versus
time, and the concentration of the product is the concentration of
the reactants times a constant called the rate constant.
In the framework of the work presented in this thesis, the rate
constants for all elementary steps were calculated using Eyring’s
equation (equation 2.11).[81] Here the activation energies were de-
termined as the difference in free energy between the transition state
corresponding to a particular state, and the previous intermediate
connected to it.
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Where krate is the rate constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant,
T is the temperature, and h is Planck’s constant. Thus, to build
the kinetic model it is necessary to know the activation energy (i.e.
the energy barrier) of all elementary steps. To illustrate how the
simulation is carried out, consider the following reaction mechanism
for the conversion of A to D. Figure 2.4 shows the energy profile
corresponding to this hypothetical reaction.
A −−⇀↽− B + C −−→ D
Figure 2.4: Free energy profile of the A −−→ D reaction.
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The reaction step from A to B + C is marked as an equilibrium
since the energies of both states are comparable. This is not the case
for the generation of D, as the reverse barrier is too high to return
to the intermediate state. In this simple case there are three rate
equations to consider. (1) The dissociation of A into B and C, (2)
the addition of B and C to restore A, and (3) formation of D from
C and/or B. Each of these equations has a rate constant associated
which can be calculated using the energy barrier for each step (e.g.
k−1 is calculated using the energy difference between TS1 and C +
B).
1. A
k1−−→ B + C
2. B + C
k–1−−→ A
3. B + C
k2−−→ D
With the elementary step equations, it is simply a problem of
solving the differential rate equations for all species involved to ob-
tain the profile of their concentrations in time. Normally these
equations are solved using algorithms. In the work presented in
this thesis, concentration profiles were computed using Acuchem
software.[82] Kinetic simulations were carried out to obtain infor-
mation on reaction mechanisms that do not follow a simple kinetic
behavior. For example, in Chapter 3 a kinetic model is built to
account for the large difference in the concentration of two key pho-
togenerated intermediates, whereas in Chapter 4 kinetic simulations
are used to evaluate the yield of reactions involving loops affected
by light absorption.
In the particular case of SETs, estimation of the rate con-
stant is considerably less straightforward. This is because the pre-
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exponential factor for non-adiabatic SET is not kBT/h. In fact, it is
only equal to Eyring’s equation in cases where the coupling between
D and A is very high (i.e. intramolecular SETs). For cases where
coupling is very weak, like bimolecular outer-sphere transfers, the
pre-exponential factor is smaller by some orders of magnitude.[83] In
the kinetic simulations presented in this thesis, the pre-exponential
factor for SETs was considered 0.01*kBT/h.
Free Energies in Solution
Electronic structure programs calculate thermodynamic proper-
ties (enthalpy, Gibbs free energy, entropy, etc.) at some default
standard state concentration (pressure) and temperature. In the
case of Gaussian09 this is 1 atm and 298 K. According to ideal gas
law the concentration at these conditions is 0.040874 M. The usual
reference state however is 1M. So free energy calculations need to ac-
count for the cost of converting from one concentration to the other.








This results in 1.893 kcal.mol−1 for each molecule. If the number
of molecules in the process (n) is conserved, the conversions cancel
out since the free energy of a process is calculated by subtracting
the energy of both states involved. For any other process however,
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the correct free energy needs to be corrected by adding 1.893∆n
1.893 kcal.mol−1. This conversion is frequently neglected in compu-
tational works as the aim is to obtain qualitative information and
large entropic error is expected in addition/dissociation processes.
However, when quantitative agreement is expected, the conversion
becomes necessary.
Marcus Theory of Electron Transfer
Many light-driven processes involve bimolecular one-electron ox-
idation/reduction. These single electron transfer (SET) steps are
fundamentally different from most elementary steps in the sense that
no bond is formed or broken during the process. That is, both the
electron donor (D) and the acceptor (A) maintain their connectivity
throughout the SET. Such a process is referred to as outer-sphere
electron transfer, as it differs from bond-alter SETs in that the “in-
ner sphere” of the reactants remains unchanged. In fact, the reaction
coordinate for an SET is the rearrangement of the nuclei, electrons
and solvent molecules in the immediate vicinity of D and A. For this
reason, the standard treatment of locating a transition state through
a well defined negative eigenvalue in the Hessian matrix, related to
a vibration of the reaction coordinate is impossible.
To estimate the energy barrier for a SET, a brilliantly simple
method was originally developed by Rudolph Marcus in the mid
20th century.[84, 85] Marcus theory states that for a donor-acceptor
pair, the activation energy of the SET can be estimated by finding
the crossing point of two intersecting parabolas centered on each
stage of the reaction (reactants and products). The two parabolas
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correspond to the equilibrium geometries of both stages. Unlike
in most chemical processes where an energy profile consists of a
single reaction coordinate containing both products and reactants,
outer-sphere SET is not adiabatic, hence the use of two parabolas
to describe both energy surfaces. Figure 2.5 shows a diagram for an
exoergic SET in which the activation energy (∆G‡) is represented.
Figure 2.5: Marcus diagram for an exoergic outer-sphere SET.
The vertical crossing point between the parabolas shown in fig-
ure 2.5 can be calculated using equation 2.13, where ∆G is the free
energy difference between reactants and products, and λ is the reor-
ganization energy of all nuclei involved in the SET, including solvent
molecules. That is, the energy cost of every change the system un-
dergoes as a result of SET without actually transferring the electron.
Marcus theory also predicts that, as ∆G becomes more negative the
energy barrier for SET decreases until virtually disappearing (when
the parabola corresponding to the products intersects the reactants
at the minimum). However, for very large energy differences, an
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energy barrier reappears as the products parabola intercepts the re-
actants to the left of the minimum, indicating that very exoergic






The energy barrier for outer-sphere SETs usually depends
strongly on the reorganization energy of the solvent molecules
around the reactants. Normally, photoinduced SETs take place
when D and A are relatively close (≤ 15 A˚).[86, 87] However, the re-
actants cannot be at very short distances since SETs at close range
usually lead to fast recombination of charges (back SET) resulting
in no net transfer.[88] In the case of photoinduced electron transfer
(PET), recombination is always an issue that affects overall effi-
ciency, as back SET yields the lower energy ground state photocat-
alyst rather than the MLCT excited one. As a consequence, ∆G
is always large and negative resulting in fast SET in the Marcus
inverted region.
Extensive computational work has been carried out on the ki-
netics of electron transfer.[89] Most of the studies have focused on
protein chemistry,[90] photovoltaic cells,[91] and semiconductors.[92]
DFT-based methods have been developed to calculate the pre-
exponential electronic coupling term,[93] and extensive theoretical
work has been devoted to the nature of the donor-acceptor precur-
sor in strongly coupled inner-sphere transfer,[94] including photoin-
duced electron transfer.[95] However, most estimations of the energy
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barrier involve molecular dynamics.[96, 92]
In the particular case of bimolecular outer-sphere electron trans-
fer, our approximation was to calculate the reorganization energy
for the separated reactants as the SET can take place at distances
as far as 10 A˚.[88] The reorganization energy was computed sepa-
rately for each component (nuclear reorganization (λN) and solvent
reorganization (λS). λN was obtained by calculating energy cost
of distorting the geometry of the reactants to that of the products.
Equation 2.14 shows the scheme for the computation of λN where
the subscript corresponds to the equilibrium geometry used for the
calculation. That is, EE represents the electronic structure of E at
its equilibrium geometry, while EG represents the electronic struc-
ture of E at the equilibrium geometry of G.
λN = D(e
−)D + AA(e−) −D(e−)D(e−) + AA (2.14)
This component of the total λ is by far the smallest one.[84] The
solvent reorganization energy (λS) is considerably larger and was
computed at using the continuum solvent model described above.
In figure 2.5, λ is shown as the energy difference between the elec-
tronic configuration of the reactants with the nuclear coordinates
and solvation of products, and the electronic configuration of the re-
actants with the nuclear configuration and solvent of the reactants.
Therefore, λS can be considered the energy difference between the
reactants with the solvation of the products, and the reactants with
the solvation of the reactants, at the same geometry. This method
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to obtain the solvent reorganization energy has been used success-
fully to reproduce experimental results.[97, 98] Equation 2.15 shows
the calculation scheme for λS where the superscript in square brack-
ets represents the equilibrium continuum solvent cage. That is, E[E]
represents the electronic configuration of E surrounded by the opti-
mized continuum solvent cage of E, at the equilibrium geometry.
λS = D(e
−)[D] + A[A(e
−)] −D(e−)[D(e−)] + A[A] (2.15)
This simple method for estimation of the SET energy barrier has
two potential sources of error. The first one is that it completely
neglects the distance between the reactants, by calculating the λS
parameter essentially at infinity. The justification for this is that the
continuum solvent cage with change more dramatically in the near
vicinity of D and A. This assumption is supported by experimental
evidence, as the near solvent molecules shift much more dramatically
than the outer ones.[86] The other major approximation is in the use
of PCM to describe the change in the solvation cage which is the
dominant contribution to λ. Therefore, in the work presented in this
thesis we only use energy barriers obtained with this method to make
qualitative interpretations of our results, or to make comparisons
between two or more SETs which are expected to be more reliable
due to error cancellation.
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Part I - Perfluoroalkylation of Arylac-
etates
In recent years, significant effort has been put into the devel-
opment of efficient strategies for the addition of functional groups
containing fluorine. The introduction of perfluoroalkyl groups dra-
matically alters the properties of organic compounds, and thus
constitutes a technique often used to enhance the biological activ-
ity of drug candidates in medicinal chemistry.[99, 100] Traditional
methodologies employed stoichiometric amounts of transition metal
compounds to promote cross-coupling processes.[101] These strate-
gies have been replaced by catalytic alternatives based on copper and
palladium-based systems increasing the effectiveness of the process.
These methods however, do not perform direct functionalization, in-
stead they go through halides or boronic acid precursors.[102, 103]
Direct paths are more desirable and usually involve the formation
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of perfluoroalkyl radicals which react with arenes via homolytic
aromatic substitution (HAS) thanks to their strong eletrophilic
character.[104, 105, 106] However, thermal generation of these rad-
icals often require harsh reaction conditions.[107, 108, 109]
Recently, perfluoroalkyl radicals have been generated under mild
conditions using photoredox catalysis.[110] Melchiorre et al. went
one step further by getting rid of the photoredox catalyst, metal-
lic or otherwise, by generating the perfluoroalkyl radical directly.
[111] They managed to accomplish this by forming electron donor-
acceptor (EDA) complexes.[112, 113] These adducts have a visible
light charge transfer (CT) excitation in which an electron is trans-
ferred from the donor to the acceptor forming two radicals. The re-
action is illustrated in figure 3.1, and involves an α-cyanoarylacetate
(1) as the donor and perfluoroalkyl iodide (2) as the acceptor.
Figure 3.1: General scheme of the perfluoroalkyaltion reaction.
The absorption of visible light by the EDA forms the perflu-
oroalkyl radical which can attack the aryl ring in the acetate via
HAS and yield the fluorinated arylacetate product (3).
Despite the relevance of this approach in the search for efficient per-
fluoroalkylation, many aspects of the mechanism were still largely
unknown. There were two main aspects that made the computa-
tional study of this reaction interesting from a mechanistic point of
view. One was the availability of a variety of experimental mechanis-
tic data. The other was the existence of experimental observations
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The perfluoroalkylation proceeds regioselectively at the para and
ortho positions in the aromatic ring in 1 in a 2:1 ratio. A quantum
yield of 3.8 was determined at λ=400nm, which suggests a radical
chain mechanism as the main pathway. The preliminary mechanistic
proposal (figure 3.2) was based on the aromatic substitution initi-
ated by the photochemical activity of the EDA complex II. This
EDA complex consists in the aggregation of the enolate I, which is
formed after deprotonating 1, and 2. A light-driven single electron
transfer (SET) taking place between the fragments of II releases the
radical RF· which then reacts with I to form the cyclohexadienyl
radical anion III. SET from III to 2 propagates the chain reaction
and results in neutral intermediate IV, which is then deprotonated
to yield the product 3.
However, there were some aspects of the mechanism that were
not clear. Some experimental findings were difficult to explain, such
as the regioselectivity of the reaction towards the aromatic ring,
while the predictable formation of the α-carbonyl perfluoroalkylated
adduct 4 was not observed (figure 3.3-a). In addition, the observed
quantum yield of 3.8 was relatively low for HAS reactions, hinting
at a competing termination pathway. Another obscure aspect was
the reason why the process is completely inhibited by small changes
in the reactant, such as replacements of the cyano by NO2 (figure
3.3-b). Moreover, α-para-nitrophenylacetate 5 behaves in opposite
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Figure 3.2: Preliminary radical chain mechanism.
manner under the same reaction conditions, with the α-carbonyl
perfluoroalkylation being the only observed product (figure 3.3-c),
the origin of this change in regioselectivity was unclear.
In order to answer these questions we carried out a thorough
DFT investigation on the reaction. We chose a model system in
which the perfluoroalkyl iodide was C3F7I (2a) to avoid unneces-
sary conformational issues, while α-cyanoaphenylacetate was used
as the donor. Calculations were carried out using the ω-B97x-D
functional[47] with continuum solvent contributions from the Polar-
izable Continuum Model (PCM) as implemented in Gaussian09.[114]
TD-DFT calculations were performed using the basis set SDD(P)
with a diffuse function for I, and 6-311++G(d,p) for light atoms,
while geometry optimizations were calculated with the SDD basis
set for I and 6-31+G(d) for light atoms.[115, 116, 117, 118] Microki-
netic models were evaluated using the Acuchem software.[119]
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Figure 3.3: Additional experimental evidence on the perfluoroalky-
lation of different substrates.
The first step in the calculated mechanism is the formation of
the EDA complex II, which is an adduct between RF I and I at
5.9 kcal.mol−1 above separated reactants. Our TD-DFT calcula-
tions found a HOMO-LUMO charge transfer (CT) excitation with
a maximum at 386 nm, which corresponds to SET from the anionic
fragment to electron-deficient perfluoroalkyl. The HOMO of II (fig-
ure 3.4-a) is completely localized in the enolate fragment of the EDA,
while the LUMO (figure 3.4-b) is localized in the perfluoroalkyl io-
dide fragment. Moreover, it corresponds to an anti-bonding σ orbital
in the C-I bond region, indicating a dissociative transition.
Optimization of the open-shell singlet state within the TD-DFT
framework failed due to the presence of other excited states with
similar energies. This prompted us to estimate the behavior of the
excited EDA through the analogous triplet state. Optimization of
the triplet EDA corresponds to a productive SET (i.e., one in which
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Figure 3.4: HOMO and LUMO of EDA complex II.
the spin of the transferred electron has been inverted and the donor
and acceptor drift away, rather than transferring the electron back).
Geometry optimization of the triplet state leads to the barrierless
breakdown of the EDA into three fragments: the radical enolate V,
the radical perfluoroalkyl RF·, and iodide.
Propagation/Termination Dichotomy
The computed reaction mechanism is summarized in figure 3.5.
Following the breakdown of complex II there is a bifurcation into
two mechanistically relevant pathways. RF· can combine with V
to form intermediate IV, which can easily lose a proton to restore
aromaticity and yield the HAS product 3. This mechanism cor-
responds to the termination path, as all radicals formed by direct
light activation are combined into a single product, requiring the
absorption of a second photon to restart the reaction. The bar-
rier for the radical combination is beyond the capability of DFT
methods, as it involves the multiconfigurational superposition of an
open-shell singlet with a closed shell one. However, combination of
two free radicals is often diffusion controlled, and barriers are sel-
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dom significant.[120] Therefore, we assumed radical combination to
be an easy diffusion-controlled process.
Figure 3.5: Calculated mechanism of the propagation/termination
dichotomy. Free energies (gray color) in kcal.mol−1.
The other possible pathway consists in the radical trapping of
RF· by I to form the anionic intermediate III, through the corre-
sponding transition state TS -1. This stage constitutes the selectiv-
ity determining step, as the radical will form a C-C bond with one of
the carbon atoms in the aromatic system. At this point, the radical
intermediate III can transfer an electron to a 2a molecule to form
a new RF· and the intermediate IV. This constitutes the propa-
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gation path, as a new radical species is formed without absorption
of a photon. The barrier for the SET was estimated using Marcus
theory according to the scheme described in chapter 2.
The highest energy point in the propagation cycle is in the tran-
sition state TS -1 leading to III, with an energy 19.8 kcal.mol−1
above reactants, representing a barrier of 11.2 kcal.mol−1 above
RF·. The competition between the chain propagation manifold
(11.2 kcal.mol−1 barrier) and the termination pathway (diffusion-
controlled) determines the quantum yield of the overall process.
If the competition between propagation and termination only
depended on the comparison of the highest free energy points,
as it is often the case for competing processes in homogeneous
catalysis,[121] the conclusion would be that radical combination
dominates with no chain propagation observed. This scenario im-
plies a quantum yield of ≤1, which would be in sharp disagreement
with the experimental quantum yield of 3.8. However, the treatment
of comparing high energy points fails to take into account the large
difference in the concentrations of the species involved.
The radical species RF· is common to both termination and
propagation pathways. Therefore, its concentration has no impact
on the competition. The enolate I on the other hand, which is the
key intermediate in the chain propagation path, is formed by a quan-
titative deprotonation of substrate 1, whereas the radical interme-
diate V is a transient species in very small concentration, produced
by visible light absorption of the EDA.[122] In order to take concen-
tration differences into account and estimate a theoretical quantum
yield, we carried out a kinetic simulation.[123] The method for esti-
mating the quantum yield from the kinetic simulation is described
in chapter 2. The model was based on the following equations:
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2. I + 2a
k1−−→ II
3. II
k–1−−→ I + 2a
4. II
kν−−→ V + RF· + I−
5. V + RF· kdiff−−→ IV
6. RF· + I k2−−→ III
7. III + 2a





Whenever possible, the rate constant for each step was deter-
mined using Eyring’s equation with the calculated energy barrier
as the activation energy. The rate constant for the photodissocia-
tion (kν) involves several radiative and nonradiative processes that
are beyond the scope of this work, as they would require very high
level calculations. We took the approach of adjusting the dissocia-
tion constant value to the available experimental data. Thus, it was
adjusted so that the reaction would fit 85% conversion in 5 hours.
This adjustment was considered valid since the target experimental
parameter was the quantum yield and not the conversion.
As previously stated, we were not able to compute the barrier
for the radical combination. However, the rate constant for diffu-
sion controlled radical combinations in acetonitrile is known to vary
from 2x109 M−1s−1 to 1x1010 M−1s−1.[120] Therefore, the simulation
was carried out using both the upper and lower bounds of the rate
constant for step 5 (kdiff ).
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The calculated quantum yield, which strongly depends on said
constant, ranged from 3 to 71. These values are in good agreement
with the experimental quantum yield (which is 3.8), considering
how sensitive this parameter is towards small changes in the energy
barriers. Furthermore, the rate constant for the radical combination
is expected to resemble the upper bound rather than the lower, since
both radicals are formed at very close range after excitation of the
EDA. If kdiff resembles more closely the experimental upper bound
of 1x1010 M−1s−1, then the calculated quantum yield is closer to 3
rather than 71, which is remarkably close to the experimental value.
Regioselectivity
Melchiorre et al. noted that the only product observed was the
HAS perfluoroalkylated acetate 3 with a para/ortho ratio of 2:1, and
no α-carbonyl perfluoroalkylated product 4 was detected (figure 3.3-
a). As previously shown, the regioselectivity determining step is the
formation of the C-C bond between RF· and intermediates V and
I.
We calculated the transition states corresponding to the C-C
bond formation at the three possible positions to determine the ori-
gin of regioselectivity. The free energy barriers for the trapping step
from I are 11.2, 11.7, and 20.8 kcal.mol−1 for para-3, ortho-3 (HAS
products), and 4 (α-carbonyl perfluoroalkylated product), respec-
tively. Figure 3.6 shows the optimized geometries for all transition
states.
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Figure 3.6: Optimized geometries of transition states for radical
trapping in the formation of para-3 (a), ortho-3 (b), and 4 (c).
Distances in A˚.
The calculated barriers are in very good agreement with experi-
mental results, as they correctly reproduce experimental regioselec-
tivity. The origin of said regioselectivity was studied by carrying
out a distortion/interaction analysis on the corresponding transi-
tion states.[124, 125, 126] The results are shown in table 3.1. This
analysis considers potential energies (∆V‡), which differ from free
energies (∆G‡) in the entropic term but follow the same trend, as
entropic penalties are very similar for all cases. Decomposition of
(∆V‡) indicates that the key factor precluding the perfluoroalkyla-
tion on the α-carbonyl position is the high cost of deforming the
enolate fragment, which is far above the value for both aromatic
substitution transition states.
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Table 3.1: Distortion/interaction analysis on the transition states for
radical trapping. Relative potential and free energies in kcal.mol−1
product ∆V‡ ∆V‡dist(I) ∆V
‡
dist(RF·) ∆V‡int ∆G‡
para-3 -1.0 3.1 2.5 -6.7 11.2
ortho-3 -1.7 3.8 2.8 -8.3 11.7
4 6.6 15.5 6.6 -15.5 20.8
The difference in distortion energies is apparent from the opti-
mized geometries shown in figure 3.7, which display an significant
distortion of the planar system in the transition state leading to
product 4, while the geometry deformation to reach product 3 is
minimal in comparison. The sum of the angles in a trigonal planar
system is 360o and the enolate fragment in the transition state lead-
ing to 3 has internal angles of 356o, whereas the internal angles of
the α-carbon in the transition state leading to 4 are 334o, evidencing
the greater distortion.
The preference for the termination reaction (radical coupling be-
tween V and RF·) could not be analyzed in the same way because
of the impossibility of locating radical coupling transition states in
DFT. However, the distortion of the planar system in the enolate
radical V is expected to be analogous to that in I, as the geome-
tries of both species in equilibrium are nearly identical. Moreover,
the C-C bond formation involves rearrangement of the carbon in the
enolate from sp2 to sp3 in both cases. Therefore, the same preference
observed for TS1 is likely to take place in the radical combination
step. If this is the case, then both propagation and termination lead
to a similar product distribution, hence the observed regioselectivity.
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Figure 3.7: Enolate fragment in the transition states corresponding
to products para-3 (a), and 4 (b).
Alternative Mechanism for the Termination
Pathway
The mechanism shown in figure 3.5 reproduces experimental re-
sults satisfactorily. However, we also carried out calculations on a
different path. The basis for this pathway is that after the first per-
fluoroalkylation, the radical anion III may reduce radical V rather
than 2a (Figure 3.8). This possibility constitutes an additional
termination path, and the barrier for the SET to V is consider-
ably lower than that of the propagation mechanism (7.4 vs 11.4
kcal.mol−1). This alternative termination however, is not competi-
tive in the kinetic model since the concentration of V is much lower
than that of 2a; hence the contribution of this pathway to the prod-
uct is virtually non-existent. Furthermore, it is less efficient than
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the original termination pathway due to the presence of a measur-
able barrier higher than the diffusion controlled process of radical
combination.
Figure 3.8: Alternative termination pathway. Free energies in
kcal.mol−1.
Reactivity of Similar Substrates
Once we had a working model for the mechanism, we tested its
ability to reproduce the reactivity of other substrates with simi-
lar electron-withdrawing groups, which afforded contrasting experi-
mental results (figure 3.3-b,c). Among the experimentally evaluated
substrates, we selected Ia and 5 to evaluate their reactivity towards
perfluoroalkylation computationally.
The enolate Ia, where the cyano moiety has been replaced with
a nitro group, remained unreactive under standard reaction condi-
tions. Geometry optimization of this enolate resulted in two en-
ergetically comparable conformations (figure 3.9) caused by steric
repulsion from the nitro group to the phenyl ring.
TD-DFT calculations performed on the EDA complexes involv-
ing these conformations showed that the maximum wavelengths of
absorption for both adducts are 266 and 299 nm, respectively. This
result indicates that the EDA involving Ia does not absorb visi-
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Figure 3.9: Conformations of Ia. Free energies in kcal.mol−1.
ble light. If the initial photo-induced electron transfer does not
take place, then the entire process is aborted. This significant hyp-
sochromic shift from the EDA involving I is due to steric rather
than electronic effects. The presence of the nitro group causes steric
hindrance and breaks the planar pi system, and results in 90o rota-
tions of the phenyl ring or the acetate group, respectively. This in
turn reduces delocalization and increases the HOMO-LUMO gap,
shifting the CT absorption band away from the visible range.
The other test for our computational approach was the experi-
ment presented in figure 3.3-c, in which para-nitrophenyl acetate 5,
when placed under standard reaction conditions used for 1, produces
the opposite regioselectivity. That is, perfluoroalkylation takes place
exclusively on the α-carbonyl and not on the aromatic ring.
Geometry optimization of the acetate Ib showed the same 90o
shift of the phenyl observed for Ia, However, despite displaying the
same distortion of the planar pi system, the TD-DFT calculation
of enolate Ib showed a CT absorption band in the visible region
(λ = 388 nm). The presence of a visible band absent from the Ia
spectrum is due to the fact that the para-nitrophenyl is by itself a
chromophore, hence this group provides the enolate with sufficient
delocalization (and therefore a small HOMO-LUMO gap) to absorb
visible light photons.
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Figure 3.10: HOMO of I and Ib.
The transition state leading to the HAS product (not observed
experimentally) and α-carbonyl product 6 have relative energies of
13.8 and 7.1 kcal.mol−1, respectively, thus reproducing the experi-
mentally observed product distribution. The inversion in regioselec-
tivity compared to substrate 1 can be explained by analyzing the
frontier orbitals of both enolates, specifically the HOMO of I and
Ib (figure 3.10). The HOMO of I has significant contribution in the
para and ortho positions of the phenyl ring (figure 3.10-a), which
is significantly reduced in the case of Ib (figure 3.10-b). This small
participation of the phenyl ring in the HOMO of Ib finds its origin
in the same 90o dihedral rotation of the arene reported above for Ia,
which leaves the phenyl out of the planar system, and thus out of the
high energy pi MOs. It is worth noting that the arene in the para-
nitrophenyl group is not susceptible to trapping RF·, as both ortho
and para positions are affected by the resonance attractor effect of
the nitro group, hence the absence of perfluoroalkylated product in
the para-nitrophenyl ring.
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Conclusion
We showed that mostly ground-state DFT calculations can pro-
vide useful information, and successfully complement experiments
in the elucidation of light-driven synthetic processes. The quantum
yield of the reaction, above 1 and yet low for chain processes, was
properly rationalized and reproduced after treating the energy barri-
ers emerging from the DFT results with a microkinetic model, which
was critical to address the problem of large differences in concentra-
tion among key species. In addition, regioselectivity was correctly
reproduced and rationalized on the basis of a distortion/interaction
analysis, where its origin was identified as the greater deformation of
the enolate in the transition state leading to the α-carbonyl product
4 with respect to the HAS product 3.
Our computational approach was further confirmed by explaining
the non-trivial outcomes of seemingly similar substrates, all bear-
ing an electron-withdrawing group in the α position. Specifically,
enolate Ia (unreactive under standard conditions) was found to lack
visible light absorption bands due to steric hindrance from the nitro
group, which results in a 90o dihedral rotation of the methyl group
and breaks the planar pi system. As a result, the first electron trans-
fer never takes place. In addition, the discordant regioselectivity of
enolate Ib with respect to I was explained on the basis of frontier or-
bital analysis. This substrate shows the same 90o dihedral distortion
as Ia; but it still shows a CT absorption band in the visible range
thanks to delocalization of the 4-nitrophenyl group. As a result, the
rotation of the phenyl leaves it out of the pi system, and therefore has
little contribution to the HOMO, compared to the α-carbon, where
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the perfluoroalkylation takes place. The use of a kinetic model to
obtain information on the selectivity of a process where the standard
treatment of comparing energy barriers is insufficient was shown to
be a valuable tool, particularly in photoactivated processes, which
are prone to involve large differences in concentration.
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Part II - Dioxygen Insertion on Pt(II)-
Me Bond
Functionalization of the metal-carbon bond is one of the main
steps in the catalytic alkane activation process. Yet despite the
extensive work on C-H activation reactions,[127, 128, 129] the sub-
sequent functionalization of alkyl ligands into useful products re-
mains a challenge. Therefore, significant effort has been put in re-
cent years to employ readily available agents that can insert into
the M-C bond and release the functionalized product.[130, 131, 132]
In the case of alkane oxidation reactions involving organometallic
Pt(II) and Pd(II) complexes, a range of oxidants have been reported,
such as Cl2,[133] PhICl2, PhI(OAc)2,[134] (PhIAr)(BF4),[135]
PhI(CCSiMe3)(OTf),[132] RSSR,[136] and (C6H4CMe2O)ICF3.[137]
In this regard, the ideal scenario is to insert environmentally benign
oxidants such as H2O2 or O2. Evidently, one of the most desirable
agents for this task is atmospheric dioxygen, due to its abundance
and availability. However, triplet ground state oxygen is generally
difficult to trap, as it is relatively unreactive due to the fact that
bond formation between ground state dioxygen and organic sub-
strates is spin-forbidden. This restriction imposes the need for a
singlet-triplet crossing on the reaction coordinate which reduces the
efficiency of the process.[138]
Recently, Britovsek et al.[139, 140] reported that a platinum
methyl complex containing a diamino-substituted terpyridine ligand
inserts dioxygen upon exposure to visible light to give the methylper-
oxo product (Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.11: General Reaction scheme of the O2 insertion.
One of the remarkable aspects of this reaction was the strong
dependence of the insertion on the substituents in the 6 and 6’ po-
sitions. Whereas the diamino-substituted complex readily inserted
dioxygen, replacing one or both groups with hydrogen made the
system unreactive towards insertion. However if the substituents
are methyl groups, O2 insertion does take place under reaction con-
ditions. This reactivity is rather counter-intuitive since, unlike in
the diamino-substituted case in which hydrogen bond interactions
might facilitate oxygen coordination, the methyl groups represent a
hindering factor towards the approach of dioxygen. This interesting
aspect of the reactivity prompted us to study the reaction to gain
some insights as to why substituents that constitute fundamentally
different interactions can both insert dioxygen while the rather in-
nocuous dihydrogen-substituted complex remains unreactive.
One of the most effective strategies to incorporate dioxygen with-
out involving open shell reactivity is to sensitize it to the singlet
form via excited state quenching.[141] In this process, the photosen-
sitizer is a transition metal complex with a Metal to Ligand Charge
Transfer (MLCT) excitation. This charge transfer is followed by
an intersystem crossing (ISC ) to a long-lived triplet state, which
can be quenched by triplet oxygen to yield its singlet form and re-
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store the ground state complex. During the evolution of the excited
state to its triplet form, a vacant site can be formed in the coor-
dination sphere for singlet oxygen to occupy and produce a stable
intermediate.[142] There is evidence of Pt(II) complexes generating
singlet oxygen and inserting it into the coordination sphere.[143]
To answer these questions we decided to build a working
model of the reaction mechanism using the 6,6’-diaminoterpyridine
Pt(II)methyl complex (1) as the reactant, and later test said mecha-
nism on the other substrates used experimentally to verify our model
and to elucidate the factors driving the reactivity of the system. Cal-
culations were carried out using the M06 functional[42] with contin-
uum solvent contributions from the Polarizable Continuum Model
(PCM) as implemented in Gaussian09.[114] Geometry optimizations
and TD-DFT calculations were performed using the LANL2DZ ba-
sis set with polarization function for Pt and 6-31+G(d) for light
atoms (BS1). This is the level of theory for all calculations with the
exception of the validation of results presented in table 3.3, where
energy calculations on key stationary points were carried out us-
ing both the M06 functional and ω-B97x-D functional[47] with the
6-31++G(d) basis set for light atoms and the LANL2TZ(f) for Pt
(BS2). [144, 145, 116, 117]
Generation of Singlet Oxygen
The photochemical behavior of planar Pt(II) and Pd(II) com-
plexes with highly delocalized pyridine-type ligands has been stud-
ied in detail by computational and experimental methods, evidenc-
ing the existence of long-lived triplet states as a product of metal-to-
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ligand charge transfer (MLCT) excitations.[146, 147, 148] Therefore,
in our study we limited our description of the evolution of the excita-
tion to the formation of the triplet state and subsequent relaxation
to a minimum in that surface.
As a first step, we studied the absorption spectrum of 1 via a
TD-DFT calculation and found a strong MLCT band with a maxi-
mum absorption at 404 nm (f=0.1343) and an even stronger one at
364 nm (f=0.2789) in good agreement with the experimental spec-
trum of this complex. Square planar Pt(II) complexes are known
to generate singlet oxygen O2(
1∆g) under photochemical conditions,
provided they can form an excited triplet state above 95 kJ.mol−1
(22.7 kcal.mol−1) to allow sufficient energy transfer to ground state
O2(
3Σg). The use of this rule for a computational estimation of
the capability of a complex to generate singlet oxygen has been
reported.[32]
In the terpyridine complexes studied in this work, the sub-
stituents force the methyl ligand out of the plane, even in the ground
state (figure 3.12). This results in the weakening of the Pt-Me bond,
and facilitates the formation of the methylperoxo species. In the
case of 1, the excitation results in a triplet state with an unpaired
electron in the Pt center and another in the Pt-Me anti-bonding
molecular orbital (3R). Occupation of the σ∗Pt−me molecular orbital
results in a stretching of the Pt(II)-Me bond, from 2.08 to 2.12 A˚. In
this excited complex the methyl ligand is entirely outside the molec-
ular plane (N-Pt-Me angle is 167 degrees for 1, 117 for 3R, and 180
degrees for a fully planar system). This leaves a vacant site on the
Pt centre for dioxygen to coordinate.
Figure 3.12 shows the optimized geometries of both the singlet
ground state and the triplet state of complex 1. When triplet dioxy-
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Figure 3.12: Optimized geometry of 1 in the singlet (a) and triplet
(b) state.
gen coordinates to the triplet complex, the high energy system can
rearrange and relax to an intermediate in which dioxygen displaces
the methyl group to the apical position (Int1). The process of gen-
erating singlet oxygen is likely to take place in a stepwise form. This
resulting intermediate is a η2-O2 complex which is lower in energy
than free singlet oxygen. Thus, singlet oxygen generation via this
complex is energetically favored. Figure 3.13 shows the stepwise for-
mation of Int1, where Int0 corresponds to a short-lived open-shell
singlet intermediate in which dioxygen is coordinated η1.
The quenching process consists in the coordination of ββ dioxy-
gen to the αα complex, this involves the rearrangement cost of the
weakened Pt(II)-Me bond to move to the apical position. However,
the proper description of the closing of two open-shell singlets is
beyond the capabilities of DFT methods, and we are limited to the
assumption that this coordination takes place. Our assumption how-
ever is supported by indirect evidence, since the triplet state of the
complex fulfils the conditions stated above for singlet oxygen gen-
eration, and Int1 is favored over both the excited triplet state (by
23.2 kcal.mol−1) and free singlet oxygen (by 5.1 kcal.mol−1). Thus,
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we assumed the formation of Int1 and proceeded from this point to
study the formation of the methylperoxo product.
Figure 3.13: Free energy profile for the generation of singlet oxygen.
Energies vs reactants in kcal.mol−1
Migration of Methyl
The methylperoxo complex can be formed by the migration of
the methyl ligand to the η2-O2 unit and later rearrangement to the
product conformation (figure 3.14). We found a transition state in
which the methyl is transferred to the nearest oxygen (TS1). This
migration yields an intermediate in which both the methyl and the
platinum are attached to the same oxygen (Int2). However, this
intermediate is very unstable and quickly rearranges to form the
methylperoxo product (P). Alternatively, the peroxo ligand can re-
arrange to a η1-O2 configuration in which the terminal oxygen is
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closer to the methyl group (Int1b). From this intermediate, the
methyl ligand can migrate to the terminal oxygen (TS1b) and yield
the methylperoxo, after a rotation on the O-O axis. This direct mi-
gration however, involves a higher energy transition state (TS1b).
Therefore, it was not further considered as a competing mechanism.
In addition, we found a transition state (TS2) at 48.9 kcal.mol
−1
in which one arm of the ligand dissociates, and the rearrangement
of dioxygen for methyl migration is less constrained. This transi-
tion state is not competitive for system 1 as the interaction of both
ligands with dioxygen is stabilized by hydrogen bonds.
Figure 3.14: Free energy profile for the methyl migration process.
Energies vs reactants in kcal.mol−1.
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Deactivation Processes
The fact that the reaction takes place in the excited state and
involves high energy species and transition states, implies that there
is a competition with the different unproductive deactivation pro-
cesses that restore the initial ground state, which may significantly
affect the final yield of the reaction. We mentioned before that the
dissociation of singlet oxygen is 18.3 kcal.mol−1 above Int1 (35.9
kcal.mol−1 above reactants) (TSD). The dissociation of O2(1∆g)
relaxes to an adduct between oxygen and the planar ground state
complex at 33.3 kcal.mol−1 above reactants (D). The relaxation of
singlet dioxygen in solution has been studied extensively in the past
and involves both radiative and non-radiative decay. Therefore, in
this work we used the experimental data of the singlet oxygen relax-
ation constant in acetonitrile (kAcCN = 1.5x10
4 s−1) to determine the
energy cost of restoring ground state oxygen.[149] kAcCN was used
to obtain an ”activation energy” of decay via Eyring’s equation.
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Figure 3.15: Free energy profile for the deactivation paths. Energies
vs reactants in kcal.mol−1.
In addition to the dissociation path, Int1 can also undergo in-
tersystem crossing to the triplet state via minimum energy crossing
point (MECP) to a η1-O2 triplet complex (
3Int1). This complex
can easily release O2(
3Σg) through the transition state
3TSD (30.6
kcal.mol−1 above reactants) and restore the ground reactant complex
(Figure 3.15). Both of these deactivation pathways compete with
methyl migration to determine if the formation of the methylperoxo
complex takes place efficiently. In the case of complex 1, the tran-
sition state for the migration (TS1) is 41.4 vs 40.9 kcal.mol
−1 for
the MECP. This small difference is within the error of the method,
considering we are comparing considerably different points in the po-
tential energy surface. The dissociation of singlet oxygen and later
decay is less competitive. According to Eyring equation, a rate con-
stant of 1.5x104 s−1 corresponds to a barrier of approximately 11.8
kcal mol−1. Therefore, the energy of the dissociation/decay path is
≈ 45.1 kcal.mol−1 which makes it less competitive than MECP.
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The full reaction mechanism, including less competitive path-
ways is presented in figure 3.16. The formation of Int1 and later
migration of methyl to the nearest oxygen is a plausible mechanism
for the insertion of dioxygen, and reactivity is determined by com-
petition with intersystem crossing to the ground state.
Figure 3.16: Full reaction scheme for complex 1 (blue) and key
points for complex 4 (orange). Free energies vs reactants in
kcal.mol−1.
For system 1, there are therefore five possible outcomes for the
photoexcited intermediate Int1. The relative energies of the corre-
sponding high energy points are 41.4 kcal.mol−1, 44.2 kcal.mol−1 and
48.9 kcal.mol−1 for the productive transition states TS1, TS1b, and
TS2; and 40.9 kcal.mol
−1 and 45.1 kcal.mol−1 for the unproductive
paths through MECP and singlet dioxygen relaxation. The differ-
ence of 0.5 kcal.mol−1 between TS1 and MECP means that ≈ 31%
of the photoexcited systems should evolve towards product, whith
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the other 69% returning towards reactants. This results in a net
observation of product formation, in agreement with experiment.
The barrier of 23.8 kcal.mol−1 corresponding to TS1 is near the
limits of reactions that may take place at room temperature within
a reasonable time. However, the fact that Int1 is the product of a
nonradiative photophysical transformation means that most systems
will be in an excited vibrational state, which is analogous to being at
a higher temperature. Thus, the barrier may be easier to overcome
for Int1 than for an equivalent system in the ground state.
Reactivity of Disubstituted Terpyridine Com-
plexes
In order to check if the mechanism correctly reproduces experi-
mental results, we decided to test our model by calculating the key
stages and stationary points in the mechanism on all Pt(II) com-
plexes shown in figure 3.11. These complexes differ only in the
substituents on the 6,6’ positions of the terpyridine ligand. They
are 6-amino terpyridine (2), unsubstituted terpyridine (3), and 6,6’-
dimethyl pyridine (4).
As with 1, we began by studying the photochemical behavior of
these complexes using TD-DFT calculations. The vertical spectrum
of 2 showed a single MLCT band with strong maximum absorp-
tion at 357 nm (f=0.2245) in close agreement with experiments,
while 3 showed only a weak pi-pi∗ band at 358 nm (f=0.0227) and
a very strong band completely outside of the visible range, at 316
nm (f=0.3996), also in agreement with experiments. This suggests
that 3 does not form the excited triplet intermediate under sunlight
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conditions, which is a plausible explanation for the fact that it does
not insert dioxygen under reaction conditions.
On the other hand, the spectrum of 4 was also reproduced with
a somewhat weak MLCT band at 347 nm (f=0.0506) and stronger
one, also MLCT, near the visible frontier at 330 nm (f=0.3604).
Figure 3.17: Optimized geometry of 2 in the planar triplet state (a)
and distorted triplet state (b).
Optimization of the triplet state geometry of these complexes
with respect to reactants varies considerably. In the case of 2, relax-
ation of 3R from the Franck-Condon geometry (i.e., the geometry of
the singlet complex) does not distort the square planar system, and
the spin density is delocalized in the ligand system rather than the
metal-methyl bond (figure 3.17-a). However, the distorted triplet
state of this complex can also be located (figure 3.17-b), at a lower
energy (45.0 vs 49.9 kcal.mol−1). Our methods cannot discrimi-
nate which triplet state is formed upon evolution of the excited
state. However, it is likely that they exist in equilibrium. Thus,
we assumed 2 forms the reactive triplet state and evaluate whether
methyl migration takes place.
Triplet state 4 shows the same severe distortion of the plane
as 1, with N-Pt-Me angle of 117 degrees (figure 3.18-a). Finally,
the geometry of triplet 3 was also optimized even though the com-
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plex shows no MLCT band in the visible range, to observe whether
the lack of substituents has an effect on the triplet geometry. The
minimized geometry shows an N-Pt-Me angle of 134 degrees (fig-
ure 3.18-b), which is significantly distorted but the Pt-Me distance
remains unchanged (2.08 A˚).
Figure 3.18: Optimized geometry of the triplet state of 3 (a) and 4
(b).
Concerning the energies of triplet state complexes, 1 and 4 have
triplet energies of 40.8 and 35.5 kcal.mol−1, respectively, whereas
2 and 3 have higher energies at 45.0 (distorted form) and 45.9
kcal.mol−1, respectively. The fact that these differences in the triplet
state geometries and energies of the reacting complexes follow the
same trend as their capacity to insert dioxygen might be coinciden-
tal, but it can also mean that the formation of Int1 depends on
these factors. As stated above, the proper description of the singlet
oxygen generation step is beyond the capabilities of DFT methods,
so we treated the formation of Int1 as a given for complexes 1, 2 and
4, and evaluated the effect of these substituents in the migration of
methyl. The migration of methyl was also studied for triplet 3 to
gain insights into the substituent effects.
The results are collected in table 3.2. In the case of complex
2, our calculations showed that the MECP is largely unaffected
by the substitution of one -NH2 group for hydrogen. However, the
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energy of TS1 increases 2.4 kcal.mol
−1 with respect to 1. This
energy difference can be rationalized in terms of the configuration
dioxygen adopts in TS1 (figure 3.19-a). Here the η
2 coordination is
broken and the oxygen that remains bound to the Pt(II) adopts a
tetrahedral configuration with a vacancy for the methyl to occupy.
In the case of 1, this configuration is assisted by hydrogen bonding
interactions from both -NH2 groups (one with each oxygen) which
stabilizes the migration. In the case of 2, the absence of one -NH2
group predictably raises the energy of TS1. This trend is followed
by 3, where TS1 goes up in energy 2.5 kcal.mol
−1 more due to the
absence of the second -NH2. The energy of MECP also increases
but this is true of all stationary points involving this complex, as
the coordination of dioxygen is less favored in the first place. The
energy difference between TS1 and MECP for 3 is rather low (0.8
kcal.mol−1), just a fraction higher than for 1. This result suggests
that 3 might insert dioxygen if the MLCT state is populated under
higher energy irradiation.
Table 3.2: Key steps of dioxygen insertion for each complex. Rela-
tive free energies in kcal.mol−1
System Photoa ∆GTS ∆GMECP Diff
b Prodc Reacts
1/TS1 Yes 41.4 40.9 0.5 31:69 Yes
2/TS1 Yes 43.8 40.8 3.0 1:99 No
3/TS1 No 45.1 44.3 0.8 19:81 No
4/TS2 Yes 44.2 45.8 4.0 83:17 Yes
a Absorbs visible light; b Energy Difference; c Distribution of
productive excitations;
The case of 4 follows the same trend as all previous complexes.
That is, whereas removing hydrogen bonding interactions increases
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the energy of TS1, substitution of -NH2 groups by methyl cause
steric hindering effects on the rearrangement of oxygen, and signifi-
cantly raise the energy of TS1 (49.8 kcal.mol
−1). This effect is also
present in the MECP to a lesser extent following the trend shown
for the other three complexes.
The results show that the mechanism that describes the reac-
tivity towards insertion of complexes 1 and 2 (i.e., TS1), fails to
explain the fact that complex 4 also inserts dioxygen. TS1 is above
the MECP in energy, and also above the dissociation/decay path
for this complex (46.0 kcal.mol−1). The direct formation of P via
TS1b is also noncompetitive (53.5 kcal.mol
−1). However, here TS2
becomes competitive by relieving the steric repulsion caused by one
methyl group in the ligand. The energy of TS2 for system 4 is 44.2
kcal.mol−1 (figure 3.19-b). This transition state is lower in energy
than both deactivation pathways, thus it explains the fact that 4
can insert dioxygen under reaction conditions.
Figure 3.19: Optimized geometries of TS1 (a) and TS2 (b).
It is worth noting that TS2 is higher in energy than TS1 for
all other substrates (48.9 for 1, 51.2 for 2, and 55.5 for 3, all in
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kcal.mol−1), hence it is only competitive in the case of 4. Since
the energy differences that define the reactivity of these complexes
are sometimes very small, single-point calculations of the key com-
peting steps were calculated using a larger basis set (BS2) to see if
the trends are robust. In addition, calculations were repeated using
the ω-B97x-D functional with BS2 to see if the trends were method
dependent. The results are collected in table 3.3, where both func-
tionals showed the correct trend using the large basis set. Therefore,
our mechanism qualitatively reproduces the experimental results.
Table 3.3: Energy difference between TS1/TS2 and MECP. Rela-
tive free energies in kcal.mol−1
Complex/TS M06/BS1 M06/BS2 ω-B97x-D/BS2 Inserts O2
1/TS1 0.5 1.0 -0.3 Yes
2/TS1 3.0 4.1 8.1 No
3/TS1 1.8 4.0 8.1 No
4/TS2 -1.6 -0.9 -1.6 Yes
Bimolecular formation of Pt(II)-dioxygen com-
plex
Britovsek et al.[139] proposed a mechanism in which two reactant
complexes form a Pt· · ·Pt dimer which absorbs visible light to form
a Pt(III)· · ·Pt(III) triplet species (figure 3.20). Here dioxygen can
coordinate and later displace the methyl group to the apical position
to reach the bimolecular form of Int1; from this point the formation
of the methylperoxo complex is assumed to be straightforward.
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Figure 3.20: Mechanism for the formation of Int1 proposed by
Britovsek et al.
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We carried out calculations on this mechanism to see if we could
discriminate the most plausible path for the formation of the Pt(II)-
O bond. For reasons of computational cost, we reduced the basis
set used for light atoms to 6-31G(d). We found a bimolecular sys-
tem in which the Pt-Pt distance is 3.67 A˚at 1.1 kcal.mol−1 above
separated reactants. TD-DFT calculation on the bimolecular com-
plex showed a similar behavior to that of the monomer, with strong
MLCT bands at each Pt center, but no significant charge transfer
band involving both fragments. Relaxation of the triplet state led
to a dinuclear complex (38.9 kcal.mol−1) with Pt-Pt distance of 2.88
A˚which basically consists of a triplet complex and a singlet one, with
the distorted Pt(II)-Me bond pointing out of the dimer (R3R).
The approach of dioxygen to this triplet dimer produces a high
energy Pt-O2 complex (35.9 kcal.mol
−1 open-shell singlet (R3Int1
and 36.2 kcal.mol−1 closed-shell RInt1b). This intermediate can ei-
ther dissociate to form Int1 or undergo methyl migration with a
significantly higher barrier (RTS1 at 46.8 kcal.mol
−1 vs TS1 41.4
kcal.mol−1). Our methods are not able to discriminate whether the
relaxation of the excited state to the triplet form requires the pres-
ence of a second complex in the form of a dimer, but once a triplet
complex is formed, the presence of a second complex plays no role
in the mechanism. In fact, it constitutes a penalty from the entropy
cost of having two fragments locked together rather than moving
freely. Therefore, we can say that the unimolecular mechanism is a
more plausible path for dioxygen insertion that the bimolecular one.
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Alternative Mechanism: Direct O-Me bond for-
mation
For the sake of completeness, in addition to the methyl migration
shown above, we also studied a mechanism in which triplet dioxygen
directly attacks the weakly bonded methyl in the triplet complex.
The mechanism bifurcates from the previous one after the forma-
tion of 3R, and thus competes with the formation of Int1. This
attack involves an inner-sphere single electron transfer in which the
Pt-Me bond undergoes homolytic dissociation. The resulting frag-
ments are a tricoordinated Pt complex and methylperoxo radical.
Both fragments can combine without a significant barrier to yield
the product directly. Figure 3.21 shows the energy profile of this al-
ternative mechanism for all complexes. This alternative mechanism
shows a significantly smaller energy barrier than methyl migration.
However, it has some important issues. The first problem with this
mechanism is that we cannot compare TS3 with the energy cost of
forming Int1 since the latter requires a multiconfigurational descrip-
tion of the wavefunction (that is, a state which is part closed-shell
singlet and open-shell singlet).
The other problem is that while the energies of TS3 are in good
agreement with the experimental trends observed, the energy bar-
riers of said transition states are inverted for complexes 1 and 2,
compared to the experimental results. For this mechanism to prop-
erly describe the trends found experimentally, 2 must never form
the distorted triplet state, as optimization of the Franck-Condon
geometry might indicate. However, as we mentioned before there
are no indications as to whether the distorted triplet geometry of 2
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Figure 3.21: Free energy profile for the direct methylperoxo forma-
tion. Energies in kcal.mol−1 for 1 (blue), 2 (green) and 4 (orange).
is inhibited, or whether formation of Int1 has a higher energy cost
than TS3. Therefore, methyl migration remains the most plausible
mechanism according to our calculations.
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Conclusion
We have studied the mechanism for the light-driven insertion of
dioxygen into the Pt(II)-Me bond of planar [Pt(terpyridine)Me]+
complexes using ground state DFT and TD-DFT methods. The
generation of singlet oxygen was rationalized on the basis of the
photochemical behavior of the complex upon absorption of visible
light, as the relaxation of the triplet state that follows the excita-
tion leads to the formation of a vacant site in the Pt(II) coordination
sphere. The resulting excited complex has one unpaired electron in
the Pt and the other in the anti-bonding Pt-Me σ orbital, thus the
approach of dioxygen involves the stepwise closing of two open-shell
singlets that results in the η2-O2 closed-shell intermediate Int1. The
formation of the methylperoxo product was shown to depend on the
competition between the migration of methyl from Pt to oxygen
and photophysical decay to the reactants via intersystem crossing
to the triplet state from which ground state dioxygen readily dis-
sociates. This computational mechanism was tested and confirmed
by reproducing the reactivity of other Pt(II)Me complexes studied
experimentally.
The strong dependence of the reaction on the terpyridine sub-
stituents shown experimentally was explained as the capability of
said substituents to facilitate the configuration necessary for methyl
migration. In this regard, substituents that can form hydrogen
bonds with the η2-O2 ligand assist the migration by stabilizing
the transition state (TS1) vs intersystem crossing (MECP) to the
ground state. On the other hand, substituents that cause steric hin-
drance to the η2-O2 ligand react via a different path (TS2), in which
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an arm of the terpyridine ligand dissociates to allow oxygen to re-
arrange, thus enabling the migration. This path is only competitive
in the case of hindering substituents, in which MECP is also high
in energy.
In addition, we carried out calculations on the preliminary mech-
anism proposed by Britovsek et al. This mechanism consisted in
the formation of a dimer which can absorb visible light to yield a
Pt(III)· · ·Pt(III) complex where dioxygen can coordinate, and later
rearrange to yield the methylperoxo product. Our calculations found
that the bimolecular mechanism follows a very similar path to our
unimolecular model, where the second complex plays no apparent
role in the reaction once the triplet state complex is formed.
Finally, we studied an alternative mechanism which takes place
in the open-shell singlet surface. In this mechanism, ground state
dioxygen attacks the weakly bonded methyl ligand in the triplet
state complex to generate two charged fragments: methylperoxo
radical and tricoordinated cationic Pt(II) complex, which readily
combine to form the methylperoxo product. According to straight-
forward energy barrier comparison, this mechanism shows an incor-
rect trend compared to experiments.
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Part I - C-H Arylation of Amines
The direct arylation of α-amine sp3 C-H bonds is a process of
significant synthetic potential, as it leads to the formation of α-
aryl amine products of industrial importance.[150, 151, 152] Many
strategies have been developed for this reaction involving transition
metal catalysts containing Cu,[153] Pd,[154], Fe,[155] and Ru.[156]
Moreover, several photochemical methods were designed as well, al-
though most required high energy light and where prone to undesired
byproducts. [157, 158, 159] One of the strategies frequently used to
avoid the high energy light problem is to rely on a photosensitizer
to induce the reaction.[160] The use of organometallic photosen-
sitizers to induce carbon-carbon bond formation has been a com-
mon strategy in recent years for the controlled synthesis of organic
molecules.[2] In particular, cyclometallated octahedral complexes of
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Ru and Ir are frequently used to induce single electron transfer
(SET) and catalyze a myriad of industrially relevant processes.[161]
However, the efficiency of photoredox catalyzed reactions is often
reduced by the need to use sacrificial quenching agents to restore
the photosensitizer to its original form.[1, 162]
In 2011, MacMillan et al. developed a strategy for the photore-
dox catalyzed α-arylation of amines which does not use a sacrificial
quenching agent (Figure 4.1).[163] This strategy took advantage of
the high reduction potential of excited IrIII(ppy)3 which can induce
SET to an electron-deficient arene. The resulting IrIV displays high
oxidation potential and takes an electron from the tertiary amine
via a second SET. Finally, both radicals form the sp2-sp3 C-C bond
and yield the desired α-aryl amine.
Figure 4.1: General reaction scheme of the C-H arylation.
We set out to study the reaction mechanism to test if an en-
tirely computational approach could reproduce experimental re-
sults in a reaction involving non-conventional aspects such as ex-
cited states, outer-sphere electron transfer, or free radical chem-
istry. To this end we used a combination of DFT methods and
kinetic simulations to account for non-trivial kinetics. We chose
N-phenylpyrrolidine as the amine (1) and 1,4-dicyanobenzene as
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electron efficient arene (a) to build our working model (96% yield,
12h), and later tested the model by changing the arene to para-
cyanopyridine (b 72% yield, 12h) and ortho-cyanopyridine (c 26%
yield 24h). Geometry optimizations and frequency calculations were
carried out using the M06 functional,[42] with the LANL2DZ basis
set with ECP and polarization ”f” type function (coeff.=0.938) for
Ir and 6-31+G(d) for light atoms.[145, 116, 117] Solvent contribu-
tions of N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMA =w37.781) were added via
the SMD model as implemented in Gaussian09,[53] and potential
energies were corrected using the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set for light
atoms.[116, 117] Singlet electron transfer barriers were estimated us-
ing the method described in chapter 2. Finally, kinetic simulations
were carried out using the Acuchem software.[119]
Reaction Mechanism
MacMillan et al. proposed a mechanism (figure 4.2 where EWG
stands for electron-withdrawing group, in this case cyanide) which
started with photoinduced electron transfer (PET). That is, light
absorption by the photosensitizer (3) to form the triplet state excited
complex 4 and subsequent SET to (2) to form the anionic radical 5
and the cationic complex (Ir(6). This first step is followed by SET
from the amine (1) quenching agent to restore the photocatalyst
and form the cationic amine radical 7, which can transfer a proton
to the base (OAc) to from a neutral radical (8). Then, both radicals
can form the C-C bond and generate an sp3 intermediate (9) that
can lose a cyanide group to yield the aryl amine product 10. We
used this mechanism as the basis for our calculations.
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Figure 4.2: Preliminary reaction mechanism.
The photochemical behavior of Ir(ppy)3 has been widely studied
both theoretically and experimentally,[164, 165, 166, 167] and it is
established that the complex displays a MLCT band (λmax = 519
nm in CH2Cl2) followed by intersystem crossing to a triplet state
where one unpaired electron is in the metal center and the other
in the pi ligand system. We carried out a TD-DFT calculation of
3, and correctly reproduced the MLCT band at 540 nm in DMA.
Relaxation of the triplet state 4 showed that both SOMOs correctly
correspond to the MLCT transition shown in figure figure 4.3. De-
localization of the electron in the pi ligand system is likely to take
place in one of the ppy ligands. However, the corresponding KSMO
(figure 4.3-b) is fully delocalized across the ligand system. Still, the
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contribution of the metal has virtually vanished in comparison to
the other KSMO (figure 4.3-a).
Figure 4.3: HOMO and LUMO of 3.
Calculations on the preliminary mechanism found low energy
barriers and favorable energies for all steps. Figure 4.4 shows the
free energy profile for the process. 4 was selected as the referential
zero to facilitate the interpretation of energy differences, as all steps
following the formation of 4 involve thermal activation and can be
compared directly. The energy profile shows only low barriers as
indicative of a fast thermal process after PET.
The first electron transfer (from 4 to 2) is followed by the second
transfer from 1 to the cationic 6, both with low energy barriers
(6.4 and 7.1 kcal.mol−1, for ET1 and ET2, respectively). However,
in addition to ET2, 6 can also take the electron from the recently
formed radical anion 5 and restore the ground state reactants (ET3).
The barrier for the back SET to restore reactants is very low (2.2
kcal.mol−1).
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Figure 4.4: Free energy profile of the reaction with 1,4-
dicyanobenzene (a). Energies in kcal.mol−1.
According to Marcus theory, the more favorable a process the
lower the ET barrier, within a certain limit.[84] In the case of ET3,
reactants are 50.0 kcal.mol−1 below 5, hence the barrier is signif-
icantly lower than ET2 (∆G
‡
ET3
= 2.2 kcal.mol−1). On the other
hand, he concentration of 5 is much smaller than that of 1, so the
deactivation pathway does not necessarily prevent the formation of
the amine radical 7. However, as 1 is consumed, the low energy
barrier of ET3 has an impact on the yield of the reaction. Con-
siderations on whether 5 is formed near the complex 6 after ET1
concern the pre-exponential part of the rate equation, and are there-
fore not taken into account at this point. This point is discussed in
more detail when we look at other substrates.
After the formation of 7, fast deprotonation by acetate leads
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to the neutral radical 8, in which the α-carbon has a vacancy to
form C-C bond with 5. DFT methods cannot calculate the tran-
sition state for the closing of two open shells, due to the presence
of multiple electronic configurations involved. However, his step
is expected to be near barrierless, with diffusion-driven kinetics as
radical combination usually is.[120] Finally, the energy barrier of
cyanide dissociation is 11.6 kcal.mol−1, and constitutes the highest
energy cost in the thermal part of the mechanism.
It may seem surprising that such a long reaction time is required
for a system involving barriers which are so low. But one must take
into account the overall efficiency of the electron transfer processes
in the early stages of the reaction. The competition between the
forward productive path through ET2 and the backward unproduc-
tive path via ET3 is very much in favor of the unproductive path,
in particular by 4.9 kcal.mol−1. This means that only a very small
fraction of the photons absorbed will yield an efficient reaction. As
3 is a very efficient photosensitizer, this is consistent with the obser-
vation of long reaction times. The main validation of our model will
come in any case from its treatment of modifications in the reactant.
Reaction with Cyanopyridines
We carried out calculations on arenes b and c (72% yield in 12h,
and 26% yield in 24h). Figure 4.5 shows the energy profile for both
pyridines. The overall picture is similar to that for dicyanobenzene
(a), thus in principle compatible with experiments, as the reaction
proceeds for the three systems. But the calculations do not seem,
at first sight, to reproduce the reported reactivity trends. The bar-
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rier from 9 to TS1, which was the highest for system a, is lower
for systems b and c, which are less reactive. Even if this step is
not the highest energy barrier for either pyridine, the formation of
9 is irreversible for all substrates, so the yields cannot be rational-
ized by looking at TS1. The energies of ET1 do follow the correct
trend shown by experiments. However, this barrier is still easily sur-
mountable for all three arenes, so there is no evidence that this step
alone accounts for the difference in yield. Neither do the barriers
for ET2 and ET3, as they are the same for all arenes. Therefore, a
direct comparison of energy barriers from any reference point fails
to account for the difference in yields found experimentally.
Figure 4.5: Free energy profile of the reaction with para-
cyanopyridine (b blue) and ortho-cyanopyridine (c red). Energies
in kcal.mol−1.
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Kinetic Simulations
As previously mentioned, in order to gain a full picture of the
reaction mechanism and the origin of different reactivity observed
for very similar substrates, several additional factors beyond energy
barriers need to be considered. These factors include the deactiva-
tion of the cycle via ET3, and the large difference in concentrations
between competing intermediates in the cycle. Thus, in order to
confirm that our mechanistic model correctly accounts for the dif-
ferences in yield, we built a microkinetic model based on the reaction
steps presented in the energy profiles. Rate constants were calcu-
lated using Eyring’s equation for the steps presented below:
1. 3
Kν−−⇀↽− 4
2. 4 + 2
k1−−→ 5 + 6
3. 6 + 5
k–1−−→ 3 + 2
4. 6 + 1









There are many processes that influence the formation of the
triplet state complex 4, including nonradiative and radiative decay
(this complex displays both fluorescence and phosphorescence), as
well as intersystem crossing.[165] A proper quantitative description
of these photophysical transformations is well beyond the scope of
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our study. Therefore, we took advantage of the fact that Kν is
the same value for all arenes and decided to perform a comparative
kinetic study. That is, to adjust the value of Kν to reproduce the
yield of b in the experimental time (12h), and use the adjusted value
of Kν to obtain the theoretical yield of the other two arenes. This
adjusted value of Kν was used to see if the yields of a and c were
reproduced with a small error. If so, then our model accurately
describes the kinetics of the reaction.
The rate constant for the barrierless C-C bond formation (k3)
was assumed as diffusion-controlled so we used the value for the
combination of free radicals in solution (k3 = 1x10
10) and this value
was used for all substrates, as they are similar in both size and
charge. Finally, the pre-exponential part of the SET rate constants
is much smaller than that of Eyring’s equation for bimolecular pro-
cesses. However, any error on the pre-exponential term affects the
rate constant linearly, hence it is already considered in the adjust-
ment of Kν and gets canceled out as the yields are being compared
with each other.
Table 4.1 shows the calculated yields for all arenes using a value
of 8.8x10−3 M−1 s−1 for Kν . Calculated yields are in qualitative
agreement with experimental results, confirming our mechanism as
a plausible pathway for the reaction. However, quantitative agree-
ment is not very good, considering we are comparing relative yields
and the approximations made are common to all arenes. The overall
error in energy for the c simulation is ≈ +1.5 kcal.mol−1, which sug-
gests that the formation of 5 for the pyridines is not as disfavoured
as our calculations predict, and the agreement can be improved.
The most striking difference in the behavior of the substrates,
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Table 4.1: Experimental and calculated yields for a, b and c using
8.8× 10−3mol.s−1.L−1 as kν .
Arene Exp. yield (%) Calc. yield (%) Time (h)
a 96 100a 12
b 72 72b 12
c 26 2 24
a At 9 hours; b Adjusted to fit Exp.
and the likely cause of their difference in reactivity, is the rela-
tive stability of their anionic forms (i.e., their reduction potentials).
The electron transfer from 4 to 2 is exoergic for substrate a (-5.0
kcal.mol−1), nearly isoergic for substrate b (0.6 kcal.mol−1), and en-
doergic for c (2.8 kcal.mol−1). This difference may be attributed to
their relative capacity to stabilize an extra electron in the pi system.
Role of the Counterion
To address the error in energy for the formation of 5 we looked
at the possible ion pairs that could be formed in the medium to
stabilize the anion. The counterion of the base (Na+) can interact
favourably with 5 in the case of the pyridines (5b· · ·Na+ is favoured
by 1.4 kcal.mol−1 and 5c· · ·Na+ by 0.8 over the dissociated ions).
This is not true for a as the impact of adding the cation is di-
minished by the presence of two cyanide groups that can stabilize
the negative charge (5a· · ·Na+ is 1.0 kcal.mol−1 above dissociated
ions), hence electrostatic interaction is not enough to compensate
for the entropic penalty of bringing the ions together. Figure 4.6
shows the free energy profile for the Na-assisted reaction for both
pyridines.
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Figure 4.6: Free energy profile of the reaction assisted by Na+ with
para-cyanopyridine (b blue) and ortho-cyanopyridine (c red). En-
ergies in kcal.mol−1.
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When the energy of 5 is corrected to account for the ion pairs,
the energy of ET1 changes to 7.9 and 10.1 kcal.mol
−1 for b and
c, respectively. Therefore, the value of Kν was readjusted to 5.5
−3
M−1 s−1, and the new kinetic model was evaluated. The results are
collected in table 4.2. Entries 1-3 show a significant improvement
in the quantitative agreement for substrates a and c, as the largest
overall error is now ≈ 0.4 kcal.mol−1.
Table 4.2: Calculated yields for a, b and c using 5.5 ×
10−3mol.s−1.L−1 as kν .
Entry Substrate/cation Time(h) Calc. yield (%) Exp. yield (%)
1 a 12 98 96
2 b/Na 12 72a 72
3 c/Na 24 10 26
4 a/Li 11b 100
5 b/Li 11b 100
6 c/Li 10b 100
7 b/Li 8c 71
8 c/Li 1c 26
a Adjusted to fit Exp. b Time to reach 100% yield. c Time to
reach the yield experimentally obtained.
After observing the impact Na+ had on the yield, we wondered
whether another cation could further stabilize 5 and increase the
yield of the reaction. This cation would have to be more polarizing
than Na+ (i.e., form an interaction with 5 with more covalent char-
acter, resulting in a stronger ion pair). To this end, we tested the
smaller Li+ cation to see if we could predict higher yields than those
obtained experimentally. Predictably, the ion pair between 5 and
Li+ was more favorable than the dissociated ions for all substrates
(-9.8 kcal.mol−1 for a, -15.0 kcal.mol−1 for b, and -10.6 kcal.mol−1
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for c). For this simulation we used the same Kν value used for the
Na+ simulations (5.5× 10−3mol.s−1.L−1). Figure 4.7 shows the free
energy profile for the Li-assisted reaction of substrates b and c.
Figure 4.7: Free energy profile of the reaction assisted by Li+ with
para-cyanopyridine (b blue) and ortho-cyanopyridine (c red). En-
ergies in kcal.mol−1.
Table 4.2 entries 4-8 show the predicted reaction times to reach
100% yield, evidencing the cation effect for all arenes. The effect is
more pronounced for arenes b and c, especially for c where not only
the reaction reaches 100% but it does so less than half the time used
experimentally. Therefore, our results predict that using LiOAc as
the base and 3 as the photocatalyst would significantly increase the
arylation rate of c under reaction conditions.
Remarkably, there was an optimization of the system in the ex-
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perimental work, but this behavior was not detected. By checking
the Supporting Information in the publication we see that MacMil-
lan et al. did optimize the cation of the base and tested LiOAc. How-
ever, this stage of the optimization was done with Ir(ppy)2(dtbpy)
+
(11) as the photocatalyst instead of 3 (86% yield with both LiOAc
and NaOAc as base at 12 h). We checked the validity of our model
by evaluating what would happen with system 11 upon replacement
of Na+ by Li+.
During electron transfer, a positive charge is generated in the
photocatalyst and a negative one is generated in the arene. Here
the cation approaches the arene to stabilize the resulting anion.
Unlike 3, 11 is already cationic. Therefore, it will be more diffi-
cult to approach the countercation to a system having already an
extra positive charge. And if the counterion never approaches the
system there will be no effect of the Na+/Li+ replacement on the
overall behavior. We evaluated the validity of this reasoning by com-
puting the energy of a triple adduct photocatalyst-arene-cation vs
the energy of the photocatalyst-arene ion pair with the cation at
infinite distance, ad checking if this energy is different for both pho-
tocatalysts. For reasons of computational cost, these calculations
were carried out using the 6-31G* basis set for light atoms. Table
4.3 collects the results for this comparison. The energies show that
not only 3 favours the triple adduct, but also that it shows greater
stabilization from the Li+ adduct, supporting our prediction. On
the other hand, 11 does not favour the triple adduct with either
cation, thus explaining the identical yields obtained experimentally.
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Table 4.3: Energy of the photocatalyst-5-cation adduct vs dissoci-
ated cation. Energies in kcal.mol−1.
Photocatalyst R/X/n M ∆G
3 H/C/0 Na -7.9
3 H/C/0 Li -8.6
11 t-Bu/N/1 Na +5.0
11 t-Bu/N/1 Li +6.2
Alternative Mechanisms
The computed mechanism assumes the sequential formation of
two free radicals, so the first radical must be unreactive enough to
allow the formation of the second radical. Moreover, both radicals
are in very low concentration, making the process much slower than
their barrierless combination suggests. Therefore, it was plausible
to think that 5 could instead directly interact with 1 which is in
much larger concentration to form the C-C bond, and later transfer
an electron to 6 to close the photoredox cycle. The difficulty in
such a process is that 1 has no vacant site in the α-carbon as it is
saturated. Therefore, proton abstraction needs to be involved in the
radical combination whether before, or concerted.
Figure 4.8 shows the possible direct attack pathways for the C-
C bond formation. Proton abstraction by the base before ET2 is
quite high in energy (56.3 kcal.mol−1), even a concerted path in
which C-C bond is formed and/or cyanide is released results in a
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Figure 4.8: Alternative pathways for the C-C bond formation. En-
ergies in kcal.mol−1.
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high energy intermediate (22.9 kcal.mol−1). Proton transfer to 5 is
lower in energy than to the base but still too high to be plausible
(40.6 kcal.mol−1). Again, even a process with a concerted C-C bond
formation and/or cyanide release forms a high energy intermediate
(27.2 kcal.mol−1). Finally, an alternative pathway was considered in
which the proton could be transferred concertedly to the aromatic
ring in 5 during C-C bond formation, but this also resulted in a high
energy intermediate (34.1 kcal.mol−1). Therefore, the most plausible
mechanism remains the formation of both radicals and later radical
combination.
Note on Singlet Electron Transfer Barrier
Since a significant portion of the results obtained for this reaction
was based on our description of SET barriers, we decided to test the
performance of this approach. This was a challenge because we lack
experimental data on outer-sphere electron transfer rate constants in
homogeneous phase, involving DFT-friendly electronic states. How-
ever, we used the electron transfer activation energies only to com-
pare the rates of similar substrates in identical concentrations, thus
eliminating the dependence on the pre-exponential term, which is
often problematic from a theoretical perspective.[168, 169, 170]
As explained in chapter 2, the activation energy term depends
only on the energy difference between products and reactants which
DFT methods can reproduce to a sufficient degree, and the reorgani-
zation energy. Here the only problem may come from the continuous
description of the solvent reorganization energy. Therefore, we car-
ried out a simple test to verify that these energies are consistent.
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Figure 4.9 shows the Marcus diagram of the reductive quenching
step (ET2).
According to Marcus theory, the solvent reorganization energy is
the same regardless of which energy difference is used (Ea−b = Ec−d
since it is a thermodynamic parameter). Moreover, this solvent re-
organization energy has to be identical whether it is calculated using
the reactants or the products geometry. We found λs values of ≈
38.6 kcal.mol−1 for all reference points as shown in figure 4.9, evi-
dencing the ability of this approach to provide physically meaning-
ful information for the purpose of our study. In addition, Nelson et
al. carried out rate constant calculations on SET processes using a
similar approximation to the reorganization energy.[97, 98] In their
studies, the authors used this scheme to correctly reproduce experi-
mental rate constants for bimolecular SET processes, confirming the
validity of this approximation to λs.
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Figure 4.9: Calculation of the solvent reorganization energy λs as
Ea−b and Ec−d, using the reactant geometries (blue) and the product
geometries (red). Energies in kcal.mol−1.
Reductive Quencher Agent Sampling
According to our mechanism, ET2 competes with the low barrier
deactivation quenching ET3, but this step depends on the concen-
tration of two photogenerated intermediates (5 and 6) which makes
it less competitive in the early stages of the reaction. However,
there are other species in the medium that could act as reductive
quenchers and lower the efficiency of the reaction. Thus, we com-
puted the barrier and energy difference for the SET between 6 and
all these other possible quenching agents. The results are collected
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in table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Energy difference and barrier for SET by all reductive








The solvent (DMA) is in much higher concentration than 1, how-
ever the barrier is too high (33.8 kcal.mol−1) so the solvent accounts
for virtually no deactivation. Aside from 1 and 5, the only quench-
ing agent that may have an impact is the acetate (OAc) which is
in comparable concentration to 1. However, the barrier for SET to
the base is 4.8 kcal.mol−1 higher which makes it virtually noncom-
petitive. Thus, we can say that the only significant deactivation
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pathway (other than decay of the excited complex 4) is the SET
from 5 to restore the reactants.
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Conclusion
We have computed a plausible mechanism for the photocatalyzed
α-arylation of amines using Ir(ppy)3 as the photosensitizer. Our
computational model successfully reproduced the relative experi-
mental yields of three different arene substrates with an error of
less than 0.4 kcal.mol−1. The mechanism consists in a) light ab-
sorption by the photocatalyst and intersystem crossing to form the
triplet complex 4, b) single electron transfer (SET) to the arene to
form the radical anionic arene 5 and the cationic complex 6, c) SET
from the amine 1 to 6 to restore the ground state catalyst and gen-
erate the amine cationic radical 7, d) proton abstraction by acetate
to form the neutral amine radical 8, e) radical-radical coupling be-
tween 5 and 8 to form intermediate 9, and f) dissociation of cyanide
to yield the α-arylated product 10.
According to our calculations, the arylation yield depends on a
three-pronged competition between the first photoinduced electron
transfer (ET1) to form the anionic radical 5, the second electron
transfer to from the amine radical 7 and restore the catalyst (ET2),
and the deactivation path where 5 gives the electron back to from
the ground state catalyst 3 (ET3). The competition between these
steps is also influenced by the large differences in concentration be-
tween the species involved. In this sense, ET2 constitutes a higher
energy barrier than ET3, but it involves the amine reactant 1, while
ET3 involves 5 which is a transient intermediate in much lower con-
centration.
Whereas the mechanism does not follow a straightforward de-
pendence on one energy barrier, a microkinetic model was necessary
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to obtain qualitative and quantitative information on the reactiv-
ity of different arenes. In this regard, the role of the counterion of
the base (Na+) proved to be crucial to obtain the correct relative
yields and explain the reactivity of cyanopyridines towards arylation.
Moreover, the counterion effect was further explored by computing
the mechanism with a more polarizing cation (Li+), and the results
predict an improvement in the arylation yield for all substrates, es-
pecially those who were less reactive under experimental conditions,
opening the way for more efficient synthetic strategies.
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Part II - Trichloromethylation of
Acylpyridines
Trichloromethyl groups are known to contribute to the phar-
macological properties of several natural products.[171, 172, 173]
Therefore, significant efforts have been put into strategies for stere-
oselective insertion of this group into organic molecules involving
both stoichiometric,[174, 175] and catalytic approaches (the latter
mainly with Ru[176, 177] and Ti[178, 179] catalysts). However, effec-
tive approaches for enantioselective addition of this unit have been
limited. Many of the strategies used involve redox-mediated rad-
ical addition, thus presenting an opportunity for a photocatalytic
approach. Photoredox catalysis enables the generation of highly re-
active radicals under mild conditions,[180] but the low activation
energy of follow up reactions constitutes a challenge for controlling
asymmetric processes. To overcome this obstacle, strategies have
been developed in which two catalysts work in tandem for a single
reaction.[181] In this approach, photosensitizers capable of inducing
electron transfer are combined with asymmetric co-catalysts which
are mostly chiral organocatalysts that act as both the chiral center
and the Lewis acid site.[13, 182, 183, 184] However, a more desirable
approach is to employ a single catalyst which can perform both as
the photosensitizer and the asymmetric catalyst.
Earlier work towards this goal involved high energy UV light
in combination with Lewis acid and hydrogen bonding interac-
tions to perform enantioselective catalysis.[161, 185, 186] Most
current visible-light photosensitizers however, are cyclometallated
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Figure 4.10: General reaction scheme of the trichloromethylation.
Ir or Ru transition metal complexes,[187, 188] and it is widely
known that chiral metal complexes can catalyze asymmetric
transformations.[189] With this in mind, Meggers et al.[190] devel-
oped a system capable of photoinducing single electron transfer and
enable enantioselective trichloromethylation of 2-acyl imidazoles and
2-acylpyridines (Figure 4.10). Here a chiral Λ-iridium complex acts
as both the photosensitizer and the asymmetric catalyst.[191] The
complex (I) is an octahedral iridium centre with two bidentate achi-
ral ligands in a left-handed propeller-type arrangement, which is the
origin of chirality in the system.[192]
Computational chemistry is an established and valuable tool for
the mechanistic study of processes in asymmetric catalysis.[193, 194,
195, 61, 196] Therefore, we decided to study this reaction using DFT
methods to try to reproduce experimental enantiomeric excess, and
to elucidate the factors that affect enantioselectivity and attempt to
predict a system which might produce better enantioselectivity. We
chose 1-(pyridin-2-yl)propan-1-one (1) as the substrate, which forms
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the trichloromethyl-substituted pyridine (3) with 67% yield and 95%
enantiomeric excess. The full energy profile was calculated using
a model system for the photocatalyst, in which tert-butyl groups
were replaced by methyl. Geometry optimizations, frequency calcu-
lations and TD-DFT calculations on the model system were carried
out at the ω-B97x-D level of theory,[47] with the LANL2DZ basis
set with polarization ”f” type function (coeff.=0.938) for Ir and 6-
31+G(d) for light atoms (BS).[145, 116, 117] Solvent contributions
of methanol (DMA =32.613) were added via the SMD model as
implemented in Gaussian09,[53] and single electron transfer barriers
were estimated using the method described in chapter 2. Enan-
tiomeric excess calculations on the real system and on hypothetical
systems were carried out at the ONIOM(ω-B97x-D:BS/UFF) as im-
plemented in Gaussian 09. Single point free energies were calculated
at the ω-B97x-D:BS level in methanol. Low frequencies were con-
verted to 100 cm−1 following recent suggestions in the bibliography.
[197, 198]
Reaction Mechanism
The mechanism proposed by Meggers et al., like most mecha-
nisms involving photoredox catalysis, consisted of two cycles (Figure
4.11). A ”light” cycle which is the photoredox cycle, and a ”Dark”
cycle which is the catalytic cycle. In the dark cycle, the substrate
1 coordinates to the catalyst I by replacing the two labile acetoni-
trile groups; in this new complex 4 the 1-(pyridin-2-yl)propan-1-one
ligand can lose a proton to become an anionic ligand. This unsat-
uration makes the pi system in the ligand become fully delocalized.
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As a consequence, intermediate 5 is now similar in electronic struc-
ture to Ir(ppy)3 in that it contains a fac-polypyridil-type ligand that
enables photocatalytic activity.
Here the radical CCl3, which was generated by photoinduced
electron transfer (SET) from the light cycle, can form the C-C bond
with the α-carbon to the carbonyl in enantioselective fashion, to
generate radical intermediate 6. This complex transfers an electron
to complete the light cycle resulting in the cationic intermediate 7,
from which the product 3 can dissociate to regenerate the resting
state 2.
The light cycle starts with the cyclometallated intermediate 5,
which can absorb visible light to form the triplet state complex 8.
This excited complex transfers an electron to CCl3Br to generate the
CCl3, the cationic complex 9 and bromide. Finally, 9 can take an
electron from 6 to restore the photosensitizer 5 and start the cycle
again. In addition to the cycles described above, the authors also
proposed that direct electron transfer from 6 to CCl3Br can also take
place. This constitutes a propagation pathway which would account
for the quantum yield of ≈ 5 observed experimentally. We carried
out calculations on this mechanism and the results are collected in
figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.11: Preliminary reaction mechanism of the trichloromethy-
lation.
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Figure 4.12: Free energy profile of the trichloromethylation mecha-
nism with the model catalyst. Energies in kcal.mol−1.
The symmetry of the catalyst causes the intermediates before
C-C bond formation to have only one possible conformation, sig-
nificantly reducing the degrees of freedom in the mechanism. For
simplicity purposes, the cycle was represented with the free catalyst
as the referential zero, without the acetonitrile ligands present in
the precursor (Figure 4.12). Coordination of 1 predictably stabi-
lizes the free catalyst (by 8.9 kcal−1). Proton abstraction from 4
to 5 by lutidine is clearly endoergic (11.2 kcal.mol−1) indicating the
photosensitizer would prefer to be in the protonated inactive form.
More serious is the fact that the barrier for deprotonation through
TSPA is 22.1 kcal.mol
−1, in the limits of what can be considered
for the experimental conditions. Excitation of 5 forms the triplet
state complex 8 at 58.1 kcal.mol−1 above reactants which can rapidly
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transfer an electron to CCl3Br (barrier of 5.1 kcal.mol
−1) to gener-
ate the strongly favoured cationic complex 9 and the CCl3 radical
at 17.3 kcal.mol−1.
Figure 4.13: Optimized geometries of the transition states leading
to major (a) and minor (b) products. Distances in A˚.
We found two transition states corresponding to the C-C bond
formation step (Figure 4.13) with low energy barriers of 8.9 and
11.5 kcal.mol−1, for the formation of the major and minor product,
respectively. The calculated enantiomeric excess (ee) of the model
system is 96%, which is in close agreement with the experimental
ee of 95%. Calculations indicate that enantioselectivity is caused
by steric hindrance of the chiral ligand in one of the two attack
conformations. The approach of the CCl3 radical is unhindered when
the arm of the ligand points away from the acetyl group of the
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substrate, in the direction of the attack (TSmajor figure 4.13-a), and
hindered in the opposite case (TSminor figure 4.13-b).
Enantioselective C-C bond formation generates intermediate 6,
which can transfer an electron back to the 9 cation (SET2)to re-
store the photosensitizer 5 and form the cationic trichloromethylated
complex 7, where the product 3 can easily dissociate and regenerate
the catalyst. SET2 has an energy barrier of 7.4 kcal.mol−1, and the
dissociation of 3 has an energy cost of 9.0 kcal.mol−1. Thus, the
process is downhill after the formation of the C-C bond.
Figure 4.14: Free energy profile showing the propaga-
tion/termination competition. Energies in kcal.mol−1.
In addition to the photoinduced electron transfer from 5 to
CCl3Br, trichloromethyl radical can also be formed via electron
transfer from complex 6 (SET3) in a propagation path that gen-
erates the radical species without photons being involved. The en-
ergy barrier of SET3 is 9.5 kcal.mol−1 (9.4 for the minor product),
which is higher than that of SET2 (Figure 4.14). The raw num-
bers in figure 4.14 would suggest the termination pathway through
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SET2 to dominate. However as shown in chapter 3, the competi-
tion of these two steps is severely affected by the concentration of
the species involved. In this case, 9 is a transient species formed
by light absorption, thus in much lower concentration than CCl3Br,
which is a reactant. Therefore, initially propagation is more com-
petitive than termination, which accounts for the quantum yield of
5 observed experimentally.
Sampling of Photoinduced SET
According to the proposed mechanism, photoinduced electron
transfer step takes place after the light-driven generation of the
triplet complex 8, upon deprotonation by lutidine. However, not
only this step is endoergic but it also has a rather high energy bar-
rier. This implies that only a portion of the small complex is de-
protonated at any time, which in turn makes light absorption (and
hence the generation of CCl3 radical) a slower process than for other
photoredox processes (e.g. Part I of this chapter). Therefore, we
studied the light absorption of all species that preclude the forma-
tion of 5 to determine if there is a plausible photosensitizer which
is lower in energy in the cycle.
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Figure 4.15: Light absorption and electron transfer for different in-
termediates. Free energies in kcal.mol−1.
Figure 4.15 shows the absorption energies and SET energy bar-
riers for all stationary points up to 5. The catalyst I shows one sig-
nificant MLCT absorption band at 347 nm (f=0.2912). This strong
band is in agreement with the maximum absorption observed for the
catalyst experimentally.[199] However, the barrierless dissociation of
the acetonitrile ligands leads to the formation of the lower energy
complex 2, indicating that the catalyst is entirely in the dissociated
form. Apart form the strong band at ≈ 450 nm, the absorption
of 2 shows a new MLCT band at 444 nm (f=0.0596) whose corre-
sponding triplet complex 2t relaxes to 45.2 kcal.mol−1. This complex
however, does not transfer an electron to CCl3Br as the barrier for
SET is prohibitive (40.1 kcal.mol−1).
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Photoinduced electron transfer from 4 shows a similar pattern.
The incorporation of a third bidentate electron-delocalizing lig-
and causes the appearance of a stronger MLCT band at 373 nm
(f=0.1704). However, SET to form the CCl3 radical has a barrier of
41.6 kcal.mol−1, indicating this complex is not the photosensitizer
either. Finally, complex 5 has a fully delocalized ligand system,
which shifts the MLCT band to 387 nm (f=0.1482).
While higher in energy than the other complexes, 5 can act as the
photosensitizer as the triplet state form 8 shows a low SET barrier
(5.1 kcal.mol−1) towards the formation of the CCl3 radical. Thus,
our calculations show that the photosensitizer is indeed complex
5 despite the fact that it is not favored over complex 4 and that
the barrier for the deprotonation is quite high. It is worth noting
however, that SET results in a barrierless dissociation of CCl3Br.
Therefore, back SET is not a problem for the overall efficiency of
the process. In addition, the only path affected by the energy cost
of forming 5 is the termination pathway, as propagation directly
generates the CCl3 radical.
Enantioselectivity with Different Catalysts
After locating the selectivity determining step for the model sys-
tem (b), we optimized the corresponding transition states using the
real system (by replacing the methyl groups in the ligand for tert-
butyl). The calculated ee for the real system (c) is 99.1%, which is
still in good agreement with experimental results (calculated ee rep-
resents an error in the energy difference of 0.7 kcal.mol−1). Figure
4.16 shows the energy profile with the real system. There are some
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differences between the real catalyst and the model system. First,
coordination of the reactant is not strongly favored as in the case of
b. In addition, deprotonation has a lower energy barrier, and is not
endoergic. This is because the system is more constrained, and the
protonated substrate contains an sp3 carbon that increases steric re-
pulsion with the ligand. As a result, the energy of 4 and 6 increases
with respect to intermediates with only sp2 carbons like 5. This also
has the interesting side effect of significantly lowering the barrier for
deprotonation through TSPA, which is only 15.3 kcal.mol
−1 for the
real system, thus fully affordable.
Figure 4.16: Free energy profile of the trichloromethylation mecha-
nism with the real catalyst. Energies in kcal.mol−1.
The nature of the substituents in the catalyst has an effect on
the calculated ee. In light of this fact, we decided to study the effect
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of the R group (i.e., the substituent in the ligand) on the predicted
enantioselectivity. To this end we calculated TSmajor and TSminor
by with different R groups, varying in bulkiness.
Table 4.5: Transition state energies and ee calculated for different
catalysts. Free energies in kcal.mol−1. Dihedral angle (D) between
the substrate plane and the N-Ir-N axis in 5.
Catalyst -R/X D(φ) ∆G‡major ∆G
‡
minor ee(%)[exp]
a -H/S 99 7.7 9.6 91
b -methyl/S 99 6.8 9.2 96
c -tert-butyl/S 101 8.6 12.0 99.1[95]
d -adamantyl/S 103 9.9 12.4 97
e -tert-butyl/CHCH 105 8.8 9.3 33
Apart from methyl (b) and tert-butyl (c), we calculated the ee
using a hypothetical photocatalyst with adamantyl groups as sub-
stituents (d) and one without substituents (a). In addition, we
calculated a catalyst in which the sulfur is replaced by C=C to
increase the hindering effect of the ligand while maintaining aro-
maticity (e). The idea was to sample a range of substituents with
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increasing hindering effect and determine whether enantioselectivity
could be improved.
The results are collected in table 4.5. Predictably, catalysts with
smaller substituents such as a showed lower enantioselectivity to-
wards trichloromethylation than the experimental catalyst c (91%
vs 99.1%), as the approach of the CCl3 radical is less hindered by the
absence of a bulky substituent. Catalyst b follows the same trend
(96%), showing higher enantioselectivity than a but lower than c.
However, a catalyst with a larger substituent like d rather than in-
creasing enantioselectivity, shows a lower ee (97%). This unexpected
loss of enantioselectivity is even more apparent for catalyst e, where
it virtually disappears (33%). These results indicate that the re-
lation between the bulkiness of the substituent and enantiomeric
excess is not straightforward.
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Figure 4.17: Optimized geometry of 5 for all catalysts.
Figure 4.17 shows the optimized geometry of 5 for all catalysts
studied. Both catalysts d and c show that the ligand is too bulky
to allow the formation of the sp3 trichloromethylated product in
either enantiomer. Thus, in addition to hindering the approach of
CCl3 radical, the substituent can also affect the formation of the
trichloromethylated product, in that it imposes constraints on the
system which hinders the rearrangement of the substrate from sp2 to
sp3 to allow the C-C bond formation. This effect can be illustrated
by looking at the dihedral angle formed between the plane of the
substrate molecule and the N-Ir-N axis (90 degrees for a perfect
octahedron) as it increases with the size of the substituent.
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Figure 4.18: Optimized geometry of 5 with catalysts c and d when
the substrate has a phenyl group.
In the case of c, the substituent can rotate and leave enough
room for the substrate to occupy. However, both d and e catalysts
are too constrained to leave room for the newly formed sp3 group. In
fact, when the methyl group in the substrate is replaced by phenyl
(which can rotate to avoid hindrance from the substituent), cata-
lyst c shows slightly higher enantioselectivity, correctly producing
experimental results (99.6%) vs 99.4%). Furthermore, d shows an
increase in ee from 97% with methyl to 98.5% with phenyl. How-
ever, the effect is less pronounced as the adamantyl group is still
significantly more bulky and still imposes a distortion of the system
(figure 4.18). This greater enantioselectivity is due to the planarity
of the phenyl group which imposes lesser constraints on the product
formation, while the approach of CCL3 radical remains hindered in
TSminor.
The competition between steric hindrance towards the approach
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of the CCl3 radical (which only affects TSminor) and distortion of
the octahedral geometry for the rearrangement of the substrate dur-
ing C-C bond formation (which affects both TSmajor and TSminor)
constitutes the origin of enantioselectivity for the system. For the
catalysts and substrates studied computationally, the combination
of c and the phenyl substituted substrate show the best performance
as they can minimize the effect of the substituent on the product
formation while maximizing the hindering effect on the approach of
CCl3 radical in TSminor.
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Conclusion
We carried out calculations on the reaction mechanism of the
trichloromethylation of 2-acylpyridines, and correctly reproduced
experimental enantioselectivity. The reaction consists of two cycles.
A dark cycle which involves the coordination and later deprotona-
tion of the substrate to the catalyst complex, followed by asymmetric
formation of a C-C bond with the CCl3 radical to generate a radical
intermediate that can lose an electron to release the trichloromethy-
lated product; and a light cycle which consists in the excitation of
the photosensitizer leading to the generation of the CCl3 radical by
outer-sphere electron transfer. This results in a cationic complex
that can take an electron from the dark cycle to restore the photo-
sensitizer.
The photosensitizer was identified as the complex resulting from
deprotonation of the substrate, despite the fact that deprotonation
has a high energy barrier and the resulting complex is in equilibrium
with the protonated one. In addition to the photoredox-driven gen-
eration of the CCl3 radical, direct electron transfer from the interme-
diate after the C-C bond formation can also form CCl3, explaining
the experimental quantum yield of 5.
Experimental ee was correctly reproduced for substrates with
methyl (99.1% vs 95%) and phenyl groups (99.6% vs 99.4%). Enan-
tioselectivity was studied for both substrates and several different
catalysts were sampled to determine its origin. Two competing steric
factors involving the substituents in the symmetric ligand were found
to be determinant: One is steric hindrance towards the approach of
the CCl3 radical, which only affects the formation of the minor prod-
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uct, and the other is the constraint imposed by the ligand towards
the rearrangement of the substrate from sp2 to sp3 during C-C bond
formation, which affects both the major and minor products. Max-
imizing the former while minimizing the latter yields the optimal
enantioselectivity. In our study, this is achieved by the -tert-butyl
substituted catalyst which shows the highest theoretical ee (99.6%).
These results are important for the design of future asymmetric
catalytic reactions and the challenging task of optimizing enantios-
electivity in chemically relevant processes.
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To summarize, we hope to have shown that the mechanism of
relevant reactions activated by irradiation of light in solution can be
studied successfully using a combination of ground-state DFT calcu-
lations, TD-DFT calculations, and kinetic models. In most of these
cases a comprehensive treatment of the excited states involved was
beyond our capabilities, as TD-DFT is only reliable when analyzing
vertical excitations. Yet, useful information can be obtained, and a
mostly complete picture of the mechanism can be computed, using
mainly ground-state DFT, in combination with kinetic models when
concentrations were relevant.
In the reactions studied in this work we have identified the struc-
tural factors that determine reactivity, as well as the experimental
quantum yields. In the cases where more than one product was pos-
sible we elucidated the origin of selectivity. Finally, in those where
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excited state properties were relevant to determine reactivity, ver-
tical excitations from TD-DFT calculations were used to determine
their absorption behavior in the energy range of the irradiation used
experimentally.
Concerning the specific reactions covered in this thesis, an in-
depth discussion on the conclusions has been covered in their re-
spective chapters. In this section only the main points will be sum-
marize. Regarding the perfluoroalkylation of arylacetates:
• The quantum yield larger than one (3.8) was rationalized on
the basis of the competition between the combination of the
radicals formed photochemically, and the chain propagation
caused by the single electron transfer from the perfluoroalky-
lated intermediate, to generate the alkyl radical.
• Origin of selectivity towards the para- and ortho- homolytic
aromatic substitution (HAS), rather than the α-carbonyl at-
tack, was identified as the distortion of the planar system dur-
ing C-C bond formation, which is minimal for HAS and con-
siderably greater for the α-carbonyl product.
• The different reactivity observed for substrates with similar
electron-withdrawing groups was found to depend on the dis-
tortion of the planar pi system caused by steric repulsion from
the substituents.
On the dioxygen insertion into the Pt(II)-Me bond:
• Singlet oxygen was found to be generated by the light-driven
formation of a disubstituted terpyridine complex, where the
Pt(II)-Me bond has been weakened and a vacancy has been
created for oxygen to occupy.
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• Methyl migration to form the methylperoxo complex com-
petes with photochemical deactivation via intersystem cross-
ing. This competition was found to be affected by the sub-
stituents in the terpyridine ligand.
• Substituents that form hydrogen bonds with dioxygen undergo
direct migration, while substituents that cause steric repulsion
force the ligand to dissociate one branch to enable migration.
• The mechanism was found to be unimolecular rather than bi-
molecular, as originally proposed based on experimental ob-
servations.
Concerning the C-H arylation of amines:
• The reaction yield depends on the competition after photoin-
duced electron transfer to form the arene radical anion, be-
tween back electron transfer to restore the ground state pho-
tocatalyst, and electron transfer to form the amine radical that
enables C-C bond formation.
• The choice of the cation accompanying the base was found
to have a large impact in the rate of the reaction when the
substrate has a lower reduction potential. That is, more po-
larizing cations assist electron transfer by forming ion pairs
with the resulting radical.
Finally, on the trichloromethylation of acylpyridines:
• Enantioselectivity was rationalized on the basis of steric re-
pulsive effects from the ligand in the chiral photocatalyst. In
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this regard, the bulkiness of the substituent hinders the ap-
proach of the CCl3 radical in the transition state leading to
one enantiomer.
• Sampling of hypothetical catalysts with varying size of the
aforementioned substituents shows that for very large groups,
the system becomes too distorted and the asymmetric driving
effect is lessened.
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